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"The Silk Road spirit has become a great heritage of human civilization."
Xi Jinping

"One Belt, One Road" We are ready!
The new Silk Road Project implies the increase
of demand for means of transport that allow
perishable goods to be supplied safely
preserved over long distances during overseas
trips.
Containers insulated with a thick layer of
Polyurethane rigid foam, provided with a builtin large refrigerating unit, are now being
produced by few manufacturers with foaming
plants that Cannon is able to provide to its
customers all over the world.
Two o f t h e l a rg e st m a n u fa c t u re rs o f
refrigerated containers in the world have
already chosen Cannon as supplier of turn-key
solutions for their factories in China and Chile.
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Industrial Thermoforming:
Why Cannon Set New Standards?
The activity of the Cannon Group in the plastics processing technologies
are characterised by a relevant degree of complexity. Polyurethane
processing in itself is an art, rather than a technology. Wizardry and
cooking skills are a must to handle successfully multi-component
chemical formulations, able to produce the widest variety of foamed and
compact polymeric structures.
Composites production is facing today the challenge of automation: able
to generate incredibly light and resistant structures using processes that
require a lot of manual labour, Composites will go nowhere unless a
proper, automated, energy efficient method of production is defined and
implemented for each of the available technologies.
A feature of Plastics that has always intrigued the technologists is their
superior capacity of being shaped and adapted at will to a predefined
three-dimensional form.
One can start from the basic components – a plastic granulate or a liquid
reacting formulation – or from an intermediate product, a sheet or a foil.
Properly plasticized, to make it soft enough to be formable, this flat
structure can be stretched up to an extreme degree of deformation and –
when cooled – it will assume any sort of 3D shape.
Nothing new under the Sun, all proto-plastics since the 1800's were
conceived to be formed also starting from a sheet. What's interesting is
that thermoforming – the technology that shapes plastic sheets for
hundreds of different applications – can be applied using a range of
equipment that one would not define, at first sight, a thermoformer.
Cannon have developed – in the past 35+ years – a number of industrial
processes able to shape thermoplastic, thermosetting, Composites and
non-plastic materials using all the principles of thermoforming: apply
heat, pressure, vacuum, displacement, manipulation, cooling, contour
trimming, post-processing.
These tailor-made, bespoke solutions are the daily occupation of Cannon
Ergos, the Cannon Group Company devoted to the industrialisation of
complex moulding solution for Plastics, Aluminium and other materials.
Classic, industrial thermoformers are the simplest example of this
activity: the new T-System brings to the custom moulder a huge list of
advantages. Discover at page 16-18 why this new machine is a
breakthrough for this industry!
Industrial preformers are another sort of thermoforming machines:
huge structures able to impart a permanent 3D aspect to textile sheets of
glass and Carbon fibres that are very difficult to handle and shape. Read at
page 20 how a major Chinese producer of Composite car parts is tackling
the electric car market using these Cannon preformers.
Discover new production methods for car parts made combining
thermoforming and foaming in the same unit, at pages 7 and 9.
And see at page 18-19 how Cannon thermoformers gain market share in
the most competitive markets, thanks to their intrinsic advantages.
New boundaries have been set by Cannon for industrial thermoforming in
these nearly four decades of activity, setting new standards for
productivity, energy efficiency, complexity of results, ergonomics, control,
automation and integration in an Industry 4.0 environment.
Welcome to a new world of complex moulding. Welcome to Cannon.
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A Sophisticated Continuous Panel

Line for SOPREMA in Germany
A EUROPEAN LEADING PRODUCER OF
BUILDING ELEMENTS NEEDED AN
EXTREMELY FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING
SOLUTION COMBINED WITH HIGH
PRODUCTIVITY AND COMPLETE
CONTROL OF ALL PRODUCTION
PARAMETERS. CANNON EXPRESSED
ONCE AGAIN THEIR CAPACITY OF TEAM
WORKING AND WON THIS PRESTIGIOUS
CONTRACT.
LET US SEE HOW…
SOPREMA is an international manufacturer
specializing in waterproofing, thermal insulation
and soundproofing products for the building and
civil engineering sectors. Founded in 1908,
SOPREMA has headquarters in Strasbourg,
France and operates in 90 countries with 51
production sites and more than 4,000
distributors. Its 8 R&D Centres are strongly
oriented to Sustainable Development and
constant innovation. A consolidated 2016
turnover of over 2.3 billion Euro is the direct
result of their leading position on the market.
When one of the Group's factories located near
Frankfurt, Germany, required a new production
lines to face a rising demand of insulation panel, a
thorough request of quotation was sent to the
leading manufacturers of Polyurethane foaming
equipment and panel production plants.
Bearing a long experience in continuous foam
technology, SOPREMA had very clear ideas about
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their requirements for the new plant: a very sophisticated “wet side” of
the foaming equipment was specified, aiming at an extremely flexible
manufacturing solution combined with high productivity and complete
control of all production parameters.
Cannon was approached to quote the whole section of equipment from
the raw materials storage farm to the end of the double belt panel
laminator, including electronic controls, thermoregulation and safety
systems.
To make a long story short, Cannon Ergos – with the substantial support
of its Italian, French and German partners – worked as main contractor
and won this important project for the supply of a state-of-the-art,
complex panel plant.

A Well-played Team Work.
Cannon France and Cannon Deutschland played an important role in
holding the local contacts with the French headquarters of SOPREMA
and with the factory management in Germany.

Three selfcleaning mixing
heads (above)
dispense very
efficiently more
than 10 PUR
chemical
components
supplied by a
large open-layout
multi-component
high-pressure
metering unit
(below), that
features a
sophisticated
electronic control.
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A Cannon –
patented screw
drive ensures
constant and nonfluctuating traction
to the fast double
belt conveyor.

Working with
Pentane blowing
agent, the
machine is
compliant with the
strictest norm
regulating the use
of flammable, lowboiling point
chemicals.

Cannon Ergos and Cannon Afros in Italy, working in cooperation with
sister companies Cannon Automata and BONO Sistemi , combined
their latest developments in terms of metering, mixing, polymerisation
and storage technologies, under a single electronic control system
operating under the Industry 4.0 concept.
BONO Sistemi designed and provided a complete bulk storage farm
composed by numerous tanks for Polyols, Isocyanates, Additives, and
Pentane blowing agent, each one completed with all accessories,
temperature control systems, loading/unloading pumping groups and
rigid piping feeding lines, in order to manage the storage activities of
each raw material in correct operating conditions.
A particular focus has been made on the Pentane storage system, where
suitable safety devices and alarms are requested by the flammable
chemical. The entire storage farm is automatically controlled through a
dedicated unique control panel.
Cannon Afros conceived an open-layout multi-component highpressure metering unit able to dispense more than ten chemicals with
sophisticated individual control of outputs and pressures throughout
the piping system feeding three self-cleaning mixing heads.
A thorough recirculation of all components is guaranteed, to ensure
constant viscosities and pressure at any moment on the whole circuit of
chemicals. A Re.Co. system is included, for a real-time automatic
correction of foaming pressures in case of deviation from the set values.

To ensure the best thermal stability to the foaming
process, the mixing heads' area is designed
enclosed in a cabin.
Working with Pentane blowing agent, the machine
has to be compliant with the strictest norm
regulating the use of flammable, low-boiling point
chemicals.
Cannon Ergos designed a latest-generation fast
double belt conveyor, fed by a complete
unwinders section. The tension of the facing
substrates is continuously controlled with load
cells and dancing rolls, with independent aligning
devices and buffer storage for automatic splicing.
The foaming area is conceived with a vacuum zone
to keep the lower facing perfectly flat and multiple
temperature control device to pre-heat it before
t h e d e p o s i t i o n o f t h e re a c t i n g b l e n d o f
Polyurethane.
To ensure accessibility to mixing heads, piping,
valves and transducers, the whole foam
dispensing section is rationally laid out on an
overhead foaming portal, which also provides
optimum visibility on the section of conveyor
where the foam starts its rise.
A Cannon–patented screw drive ensures constant
and non-fluctuating traction to the fast double
belt conveyor.
Load cell, positioned under the belt, control in real
time the pressure exerted by the rising foam,
allowing for reduction of its over-packing, a
solution which leads to substantial savings in
chemicals at the end of the year.
To ensure constancy in the panel's thickness, a
calibrating system driven by brushless motors
controls and regulates the distance between the
upper and the lower belt.
A very interesting tilting system was designed on
both flanks of the conveyor to allow for the
production of tapered panels, i.e. panels with
different thickness between the left and the right
sides.
An efficient thermoregulation method uses a
circulation of air inside the double belt' structure,
providing efficient thermal insulation all around
the whole conveyor, to save energy and ensure
constant temperature in the polymerisation area.
Cannon Automata conceived the controls of each
piece of equipment under a single roof, providing
unique opportunities for complete collection of
production data and their intelligent integration
within a SCADA supervision software. Total
integration between this complex production line
and SOPREMA management software of the
factory has been guaranteed.
Delivered in less than 11 months from the order,
this sophisticated panel line allows SOPREMA to
supply at a growing pace their flexible-faced
insulation panels in a wide range of thickness and
dimensions.

SOPREMA recently received from BONO Energia, the Cannon Group's
Company specialised in thermal plants, a large OMV 2500 oil heater.
Installed in their Strasbourg, France, sandwich panel factory, this
low-emission gas-burning boiler, coil design, is rated 2.5 Million Kcal/h.
The heat produced by the machine contributes to the chemical process
for the production of bitumen sealant, applied to their range of waterproof panels.
Its high efficiency, combined with an easy management and a very low
emission of gases (particularly low is the NOx value, well below the 100
mg/m3 demanded by the tight French environmental regulations) has
been appreciated by this French subsidiary of the SOPREMA Group.
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Cannon and Manni Set New Standards

in Sandwich Panel Production
THE CANNON JL 26 MIXING HEAD AND
THE MANNI MULTI-DAYLIGHT PRESS ARE
SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN FULLY
AUTOMATIC PANEL PRODUCTION AT
ONE OF THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS
FOR INSULATION SANDWICH PANELS IN
EUROPE.

· Automatic Laser guiding system to detect the injection hole
for both mixing heads.
· Mezzanine platform for the foaming machine.
One 3-components High-pressure Foaming Machine
A-System 200 Servo - Penta Basic, featuring:
· Output up to 3,000 g/s.
· Two Cannon JL 26 mixing heads for injection at the longand the short side of the press.
· Pentane premix station PEF 40 + 4.
· Pentane safety control including IR sensors and ventilation
system.

One of Europe´s leading manufacturers of
sandwich panels for cold storages accepted the
challenge to completely modernise their
production of PU – insulated panels and adapt it to
the needs of the market: plant automatisation
and increase of production efficiency were their
main objectives.
The experience of the Cannon Group was very
much appreciated for this project. In detailed
discussions all participant parties recognised the
significant advantages brought by Cannon foaming
and press technologies. The tight coordination
between Cannon, producer of the foaming
machine, and their long-time partner Manni,
specialist in panel presses, made it possible to
achieve the ambitious targets.
The Multi Daylight Press with individual opening
technology in combination with the new Cannon
JL mixing head sets new standards in fully
automatic processing of sandwich panel elements.
The already existing plant, which was delivered by
Cannon in 2015, has been extended during 2016
with a complete second production line, nearly
identical to the first one, that includes:

The tray delivery system, with preassembled foaming moulds
to carry the layers and inserts, shows a high flexibility.
Service trays with preassembled panels are handed over to
flexible trolleys of the plant. A loading and unloading lift with
two conveying units, one mounted on top of the other, is able
to transport one tray (weight approx. 2,000 kg) with a driving speed of up
to 1 m/s quickly and precisely. Maximum dimensions are 6,700 by 1,700
mm. While handing over the tray, the job-related data is recalled from a
central SAP memory. The data package of all relevant information is
transmitted to the master control of the multi daylight press.
The loading and unloading lift moves to the press and removes a tray with
the foamed panel when its curing time has expired and the daylight of the
press is declared free. Immediately after a vertical stroke in the second
floor of the lift the new tray with the preassembled panel is handed over
to the still open daylight. Reaching the defined end positions grants the
signal to close the daylight. The rest of press - daylights remain unaffected
during the cycle. An automatic tray storage is available to select a different
model. Preheated trays with model-specific configuration can be recalled
from here at any time.

One Multi Daylight Press with 10 cavities
operating independently from each other, with:
· 11 heated press platen dimensions 6,750 by
1,700 mm.
· Loading and unloading lift with belt conveyor unit.
· Fully automatic mixing head manipulators, triaxial movement, mounted at the long and the
short side of the press.

The “wet part” of the line, designed for the use of Pentane blowing agent, is
able to dose three chemical components. The Pentane premix unit
automatically meters this expanding agent with two different Polyols in the
desired ratio. The resulting batch is supplied to the tanks of a 3-component
high-pressure Cannon A-System 200 Servo - Penta Basic metering unit.
Two Cannon JL 26 mixing heads are used alternatively: mounted on the fully
automatic manipulators they are quickly and precisely positioned in front of
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Multi-daylight Presses for Different Curing Times

An Innovative Mixing Head For Sandwich Panels

The 10-cavities
Multi Daylight
Press offers a
great flexibility:
each cavity
operates
independently
from the others,
allowing for the
simultaneous
production of
different
thicknesses of
sandwich panels,
polymerised
according to their
specific curing
time.

CN
the injection hole which is placed at side or at the front side of the panel. A Laser Guiding System checks
the availability , the position and the size of the injection hole and grants permission for introducing the
mixing head. Several injection holes per daylight can be provided.
In addition to a great number of other advantages the JL 26 heads feature a 370mm-long selfcleaning nose, which is very practical to use on the side profiles of complex foaming moulds.
A foam output rate change from 1,000 to 3,000 g/s can be achieved automatically and quickly
with the Cannon Multi Injection process and can be adjusted thanks to the Cannon Variable
Output Technology also during the injection phase. The mixing head is a self-cleaning L-shaped
high-pressure version and the entire foaming cycle is fully automatic.

A Smart Control for a Complex Plant
The entire process of the press line is controlled by SIEMENS controls type S 7, one managing the
press with a master status and one handling the dosing unit as slave. Both can exchange data with
the central SAP computer that is running the client's factory.
A Siemens Touch Screen 21.5“ Operator Panel is used as interface to the operator (MMI). The onboard diagnostic system provides an easier debugging while a maintenance program allows for
routine scheduling of important tasks. With the Teleservice function program provided by Cannon
Deutschland the adjustments or diagnoses can be carried out externally.

Teamwork & Commitment, Once More Win
The highly demanding solution realised by Cannon and Manni for this fully automated plant could
be achieved only through intensive cooperation and the commitment of all the involved parties.
A highly productive solution has been put in place, guaranteeing to this major producer of
sandwich panels great flexibility for the simultaneous production of different thicknesses
polymerised according to their specific curing time, a significant saving of foam due to a smart
injection system and a complete integration of the foaming plant with the company's central
computer system.
Teamwork Wins Again!

High Shear Mixer: a Flexible Module for

Gas Nucleation and Dispersion of Micro–Fillers
A NEW NUCLEATION SYSTEM IS AVAILABLE TO
IMPROVE THE FOAM STRUCTURE AND QUALITY
OF PUR FOAMS.
The new High Shear Mixer (Cannon HSM), a gas nucleation metering
system developed by Cannon Afros, is based on proven gas dispersion
methods used to nucleate microscopic bubbles of gas in various types of
more or less viscous liquids. Developed in 2014
for a specific request of a manufacturer of
sandwich panels, the unit has been further
developed to be used in any rigid PUR foam
process demanding heavy gas loading. Up to 50%
of air in volume can be added to conventional
Polyols for rigid foams, while a variable load can
be obtained working with high-viscosity and
filled material. The main difference between the
HSM and a conventional Air Nucleator is a
combination of two technical features that
guarantees a very small size of the dispersed gas
bubbles. Conventional systems generate air
bubbles in a variable range between 100 and 200
microns (at atmospheric conditions), while the
dynamic action of the tooth-designed blades
within the HSM produce much smaller
bubbles, around 5 times smaller (at the same
conditions). This uniformity helps in obtaining
more regular cells, and the small size of the
bubbles helps in building a finer cell structure,
the base for a lower transmission of heat
through the insulating foam.

For Discontinuous Batch Method…
Designed for a batch nucleation process, the HSM
allows for the preparation of 250 kg of gas-filled
Polyol in 30 minutes.

Various configurations of storage tanks and of
refilling procedures can be conceived for this
function, according to the hourly consumption of
chemicals and on the sequence and size of injections;
a very different behaviour exists, for instance,
between the discontinuous panels industry and the
production of domestic refrigerators.

… and for Continuous Gas Addition
A new version is available for the continuous
foaming methods, working for very fine dispersion
of gas and additives, based on the same technical
features. In this configuration the HSM allows for an
instant gas-adding rate up to 10% of volume in Nl.
In this case the unit is provided with a gasmeasuring device, to be fitted on the Polyol line, able
to correct in real time the amount of nucleated air
when the measured parameter is different from the
set one.

Available for Micro-sized Solid Fillers
A third version of the same device is available to
finely disperse fillers, especially suitable for solid,
micro-sized fire retardants, that can be added in
batch or in continuous methods. In this
configuration the device is properly dimensioned
and features a partial recirculation of the flow, to
avoid accumulation of solid in the component line.
Available and fully tested in industrial use for
more than 18 months, the Cannon HSM is a ready
response to the growing need of a proper method to
disperse gas (Nitrogen, air or gaseous blowing
agents) and fine fillers in Polyurethane
formulations destined to produce micro-cellular or
fire-retardant foams.
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Thermoforming Large Automotive
Parts with a New Perspective

A NEW ENGINEERING APPROACH HAS BEEN USED FOR THE
COMPLETE LINES SUPPLIED RECENTLY TO MAJOR EUROPEAN
PRODUCERS OF SOUND DEADENING PARTS FOR CARS AND
TRUCKS. THE EXPERIENCE MATURED BY CANNON ERGOS IN
THE HANDLING OF DIFFICULT SUPPORTS HAS BEEN APPLIED
TO THE FORMING PROCESS OF OTHER PLASTICS, PROVIDING
NUMEROUS ADVANTAGES IN TERMS OF REDUCED CYCLE
TIME, ENERGY AND MATERIALS SAVINGS, QUALITY OF THE
FINAL PARTS.

This flexible
thermoforming
line, designed for
interior trims,
carpeting and
sound deadening
parts, can
produce one large
piece every 60
seconds with one
contact heating
press.

A major German producer of sound deadening elements for automotive
and trucking industries has recently awarded Cannon Ergos with a
contract for the supply of a complete line for the production of parts made
using different forming techniques.
The client, a well-known supplier to the most important German car
makers, manufactures:
· carpets made of tuft coupled with an heavy layer
· wheel arches and under body shields made with LWRT (Light Weight
Reinforced Thermoplastics)
· luggage compartment liners made with a plastic co-extruded
laminate coupled with a woven-non-woven sheet.
All these items have common features, from the production point of view:
· they are made by coupling large layers of synthetic materials, difficult
to handle automatically,
· simultaneous hot forming and welding operation are required,
· they are three-dimensional parts with an important Z-axis draw
· part-to-part time of 60 seconds or less is demanded, to comply with
automotive mass production cycle times.
The request was for a very flexible plant, able to switch from one to
another lot of production using the very same equipment with minimum
set-up time. A long and proactive discussion with Cannon Ergos ended up
with the best technical concept and a convenient quotation.
The suggested solution has
been designed making use
of the latest experiences
grown with the supply of
numerous, large
preformers and presses
destined to handle a wide
range of plastics with
different technologies.
The individual technical
solutions developed to
efficiently handle, stack,
heat and form the large
sheets of synthetic
materials have been
applied to the different sets
of materials used by this
client.

A Very Flexible Solution from Cannon Ergos
The supplied complete forming plant includes five
major items, for a completely automatic sequence
of operations:
· Loading bay for the different types of sheets,
with automatic centring device acting of a max.
area of 2,000 by 1,700 mm.
· Contact heating press, working at 200 °C with
metal contact plates heated by a thermal oil unit.
The unit features modular platens for
adjustability: heating and coupling can be
performed automatically, starting from different
layers and dimensions of raw materials. The
contact plates concentrate the heat only on the
portions covered by the sheets, optimising
electric consumption.
· Handling system, the real heart of the plant: it
features a set of powerful grippers – each one
features more than 150 kg of traction force – that
work in two rows positioned on the longer side of
the sheet to be formed. The robust design of these
grippers is particularly indicated for carpet
moulding, where stretching of material is a key
factor for raw material saving and efficient
forming.
· Forming press: a 700 kN clamping force highspeed hydraulic press, with thermo-regulated
tools allowing for a fast cooling of the parts after
the compression phase. Additional grippers are
installed inside the forming press in front and
rear positions, to increase the active control
during the forming of the parts, by holding and
draping the material from all four sides.
Automatic unloading of the formed parts at the
end of the cycle avoids any manual intervention
of the operators within the press area.
· The complete electronic control, with an
advanced HMI (Human-machine interface) for
the fast and easy implementation of the different
production parameters required by the client.
The grippers provide fundamental advantages to
the process, worth a summary description:
· Their force allows to apply a steady stretching
upon the hot sheets, obtaining an elongation in
the desired directions that can bring a material
saving of up to 15% versus non-stretched
methods.
· Their independent programming allows for a
different action for each of them on their Z and Y
axes during the deposition of the hot layers on the
mould: this reflects into optimum, wrinkle-free,
surface aspect of the moulded part even with
very deep draws, up to 650 mm.
· Their design has been optimised to handle a wide
range of different plastic and textile materials,
providing maximum flexibility in operations
and reduced investments in equipment.
This complete line, installed in 2016, can produce
one large part every 60 seconds with one
contact heating press: using two of them in
sequence to split the heating operations, with a
minor increase of the footprint and of the
investment, the productivity can be increased up to
a 40 second part-to-part cadence.
This flexible and innovative line can be the ideal
solution for manufacturers of interior trims,
carpeting, sound deadening parts and NVH control,
using a thermoforming process with various
combinations of thermoplastic, thermosetting and
textile materials.
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Aluminium Heat Shields Made Automatically: a Problem-Solving Approach
THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES A SUCCESSFUL
EXAMPLE OF HOW A PROBLEM-SOLVING
ATTITUDE CAN PROVIDE OPTIMUM
SOLUTIONS. NO POLYURETHANES,
COMPOSITES OR OTHER PLASTICS HAVE
BEEN DEALT WITH IN THIS PROJECT:
A THIN FOIL OF ALUMINIUM IS
TRANSFORMED IN A LARGE HEAT SHIELD
WITH A TAKT TIME OF TEN SECONDS. A
SEQUENCE OF TEN DIFFERENT
OPERATIONS IS PERFORMED BY A FULLYAUTOMATIC PLANT, ALL DESIGNED AND
BUILT BY CANNON ERGOS.
The original request for this plant came from an
international manufacturer of car parts, belonging
to a multinational Tier One supplier to the
automotive industry. This specific Division never
before had used a Cannon solution for their
production plant, and the reason was simple: they
do not make use of Polyurethane, Composites or
Thermoforming technologies!
What they produce in this factory is a wide range of
Heat Shields, those large protections installed
under the vehicle to insulate it from the heat
released by the exhaust pipe: with the modern
catalytic converters this element can reach very
high temperatures that can disturb the passenger
and damage synthetic parts installed on the car's
floor. These Heat Shields are finally supplied to all
the German car makers, with very tight
commitments regarding quality and delivery.

A Very Peculiar Manufacture
A Heat Shield is manufactured by coupling two
different sheets of Aluminium with a thin layer
of insulation material in between. The final
product can be 1.5 m long and 0.5 m wide. A
completely automatic process was specified by the
client, who needs a plant output of one finished
part every 10 seconds. Cannon Ergos process
specialists, used to deal mostly with handling and
forming processes for plastics, approached this
special request with a very open mind. They
identified each potential problem and tried to
combine, at best, a series of solutions able to fulfil
the client's requests for high output and quality
with an economic process.
Several difficulties had to be overcome:
· The Aluminium foils are supplied in stacks of
different thicknesses, ranging from 0.2 to 1.5
mm. They tend to stick one another, for static
electricity or other physical reasons, and are
quite difficult to be picked exactly one at the time
by an automatic system based on pneumatic
suckers. It's excluded that two sheets are
processed together.
· The picked Aluminium foils must be centred
precisely, prior to their positioning in a forming
press. Varying thicknesses and dimensions make
this operation quite difficult.
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· The available layout of the factory was quite tight, not allowing for a lot
of freedom in designing the various elements of the plant.
· Each Heat Shield model requires a specific set of tools.
One model change calls for the replacement of 5 to 7 different, heavy
moulds in three different locations: it goes without saying that, if the
factory needs to produce at a cadence of 6 parts per minute, the model
change phase cannot take hours!

Automation & Adaptation
Cannon Ergos proposed a complete plant, supplied with a turn-key
concept and unique responsibility. Its components have been designed
and built making use of all available experiences matured in the handling
and forming processes of difficult raw materials and the final
configuration includes:
· Picking station serving two stacks of different foils, equipped with
particular de-stacking and singularisation device
· Robotized centring station, equipped with visual recognition of the
current position, through special video-cameras and automatic
correction of the robot's coordinates.
· Two forming presses for the two different foils.
· One assembly station, where the two formed foils are coupled, with
the possibility of inserting a thin layer of insulating material in
between. This has been one of the most difficult solutions to design,
since the limited available floor space did not allow for a plain
horizontal configuration: the assembly station had to be designed
vertically, in a tight layout.
· One large transfer press, with 4 by 2 meter platens and 3,500 kN
closing force. The press works with a transfer concept, opening and
closing five times on the same part to perform in very rapid sequence
five different punching and forming operations. The part is
automatically shifted from one tool to the next with a step-by-step
movement. This large press features a completely removable lower
platen, allowing for the rapid change of the whole set of tools in 15
minutes.
· Numerous robots, providing the handling of the foils and of the parts
throughout the whole plant.
· A complete electronic control featuring the latest solutions for fast
digital communications between the various elements, easy
programming of the different operations required by the whole mix of
products, a detailed historic production and alarms report, allowing
for a comprehensive Quality Assurance reporting for the client and its
customers.
Cannon Ergos made use again of a complete adaptation to the customer
requests, designing an automated plant which is able to deliver quality
Heat Shield at competitive price, at the mass-production rate desired by
one of the most advanced European automotive manufacturers.
Any special request from your side, for a difficult job?
Ask Cannon Ergos, they can help, probably!

A large Heat
Shield, made by
coupling two
sheets of
Aluminium with a
thin layer of
insulation
material, is
produced every
10 seconds with
this completely
automatic plant
made by Cannon
Ergos.
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PUR Foaming: Cannon HalfMiniTandem Becomes Industry Standard
A MAJOR EUROPEAN TIER-ONE SUPPLIER OF POLYURETHANE
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS BUYS REGULARLY FROM CANNON
ERGOS DEDICATED SOLUTIONS FOR DASHBOARD
INSULATION AND SOUND DEADENING CARPETS.
THE EQUIPMENT DESIGNED BY CANNON HAS NOW
BECOME AN INDUSTRY STANDARD FOR ALL THE EUROPEAN
FACTORIES OF THIS LEADING PRODUCER OF CAR PARTS.
The name stays confidential, but the facts are rock solid: one of the most
important European manufacturers of automotive components –
supplying worldwide all the mayor car makers with large Polyurethane
parts such as dashboards, carpets, seats etc. – selected Cannon several
years ago as the industrial partner for their foaming equipment – and
never stopped buying them. Dedicated design, attention for the client's
logistic and manufacturing requirements, sound construction and
prompt technical service have been the building blocks of this success
story. Two main line of products are regularly supplied by Cannon Ergos
to various European production sites of this leading manufacturer: the
HalfMiniTandem and a Foaming press.

Why a Cannon HalfMiniTandem?
The standard MiniTandem was developed by Cannon more than 20
years ago; designed for large sound deadening elements – made foambacking an heavy layer (usually a filled EPDM) with a Polyurethane
flexible foam – they are characterised by high-productivity and good
ergonomic features. Numerous versions of the MiniTandem have been
supplied to the leading manufacturers of sound insulation solutions for
the automotive and trucking industries: most of them feature two
polymerisation presses side-by-side, with a drape forming station in the
middle, able to serve them alternatively.
The HalfMiniTandem is basically one polymerisation press that features
one shuttling lower platen and allows for an ergonomic unloading service
on upper mould half – performed in a well-accessible area – while the
lower half is in forming area for vacuum forming of heavy layer.
All technical details of the HalfMinitandem have been published in
previous issues of the Cannon News and we do not want to repeat
ourselves. What is important are the advantages deriving from their use:
· Ease of transport from one factory to another: one the client's most
stringent specification was the possibility to respond very quickly to
the ever-changing demand of parts coming from the automotive
assembly plants located in different countries. The whole set of
interconnections between the various elements of the plant and the
central logics and electric control panel, as well as all the mechanical
fitting points, have been engineered with a Plug&Play concept,
allowing for prompt dismantling and re-installation hundreds of
kilometres away, in the shortest time possible and with minimum loss
of production.
· Layout flexibility: the forming station can easily be located either on
the right or on the left of the press, without complicating or delaying
the design, production and installation phases of the plant.
· Layout expandability: one moulding plant - initially composed by one

The
HalfMiniTandem
allows for an
ergonomic
unloading service
on the upper
mould half, while
the lower half is
vacuum forming
an heavy layer in
the nearby
station.

press - can be easily doubled with a second
press, in case of an increase in part's demand,
with a minimum plant down time.
· Ergonomic construction: the kinematics of the
upper platen's movement toward the operator,
allowing for an ergonomic extraction of the
foamed carpet, have been optimised for a faster
operation, even less tiring than before.
· Energy consumption has been optimised with
a careful selection of efficient electric and
electronic components.
· An advanced Man-Machine Interface (MMI)
based on state-of-art commercial electronics
(Siemens S7 1500) provides an intuitive and
safe control of the process also with non-skilled
operators.
· Optimum access to all parts for maintenance,
with great care for the ergonomics of the service
personnel.
· Easy mould change system, that does not
require expensive automation devices.
· A convenient price, a very appreciated
feature… for everything!
This convincing list of advantages generated for
Cannon 10 contracts in the past two years, a very
rewarding result for a long teamwork which
involved all the interested functions of client and
supplier.

Why a Cannon Foaming Press?
The second line of foaming equipment developed
by Cannon for this customer has been designed to
back-foam the vehicle carpets with a layer of
flexible foam that provides sound deadening and
comfort effects. This Cannon client developed a
production method based on fixed presses, and
specified a very precise set of parameters and
technical requests for this equipment, used in all its
European factories. Cannon Ergos designed for
them a customised version of its 40-tons, bookopening press, with great care towards speed of
movements, easy accessibility for maintenance and
mould change, compact layout of all piping and
cabling, easy interfacing with the Polyurethane
dosing units installed nearby. Price was also
studied carefully, in order to meet the customer
needs and maintain competitivity.
Also in this case the effort spent was worth the
result: 10 of these modules were delivered in
less than three years to various European
production units.
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Some Like It Hot!
THERE ARE AT LEAST TWO TECHNICAL
REASONS TO USE HOT FORMULATIONS
WHEN PROCESSING REACTIVE
CHEMICALS: TO LOWER THE VISCOSITY
OF HIGHLY-FILLED POLYOLS AND HIGHLY
VISCOUS CHEMICALS, OR TO ACHIEVE
FAST DEMOULDING TIMES THROUGH AN
INCREASED REACTIVITY OF THE
COMPONENTS. CANNON HAVE
DEVELOPED AND SUPPLIES INDUSTRIAL
SOLUTIONS FOR BOTH NEEDS.
Hot formulations – speaking of reactive chemicals
that generate an elastomer, a Composite part, a
special foam or a Class A coating – require a
processing temperature of 60-100 °C.
Standard dosing and mixing equipment cannot be
used to process these formulations, and special
solutions must be implemented to use them
profitably. The two major reasons for using these
hot formulations have one physical and one
chemical explanations.

Fill 'em Up!
Polyurethanes are often processed with a very high
content of solid fillers. Take for instance the Barite
(Barium Sulphate) or the milled marble (Calcium
Carbonate), two economic mineral powders used
to impart sound deadening properties to noise
insulator elements for automotive interiors or for
recording studios. Sometimes the solid component
is a reinforcing agent for the formulation: think of
the milled glass fibres used to impart flexural
modulus to RRIM bumpers. More are the solids
added to the liquid components, more the viscosity
grows, and to process these honey-like (some say
mud-like) liquids would be a very difficult task.
Storing, premixing, transferring, metering,
measuring, mixing, distributing them in a thin
mould: all these operations suffer from excessive
viscosity. A common solution, which involves a
careful adjustment of the catalysts level, is to warm
up the filled component (usually the Polyol) until
its viscosity becomes more reasonable and can be
handled efficiently by pumps and injectors.
Class A transparent and coloured coatings, applied
to the furniture industry as well as to the

automotive market, are realised using
special chemical systems which are
highly viscous at ambient temperature
and need therefore to be heated up (both
POL and ISO) before processing.

Start A Hot Reaction!
Another reason, chemical reactivity, lies
behind the need to warm, often up to 100
°C, the liquid components used for HPRTM process or some special solid
elastomers. In order to achieve the fast
cross-linking of the polymer matrix –
that provides the moulded part with the
green strength guaranteeing a fast
demoulding time - the catalysis profile
strategy plays on the temperature of
components. It is an accomplished fact in the Polyurethane chemistry
that every increase of 10 °C of component's temperature will double the
reactivity of the formulation, cutting by 50% the cream time measured
using the lower level of temperature. This concept also works for the
Epoxy chemistry used in HP-RTM process, allowing for the use of very
productive systems, providing a demouldable Composite part every 90
seconds. But they need very hot chemicals to start with!

Cannon Like It Hot
With more than 50 years' experience in the field of reacting formulations,
Cannon Afros has developed several solutions to process hot chemicals:
starting with shoe-sole moulding plants in the 1970's, through the first
RRIM plants in the early 1980's, developing Nylon RIM and DCPD
equipment in the 1990's, hundreds of Cannon dosing units have served
the industry worldwide for these special needs.
Cannon Afros offers today the widest range of equipment for metering,
mixing and distributing hot formulations used for:
· HP-RTM Epoxy Composites,
· Clear Coating transparent finishing layers,
· Coloured Coating finishing layers ,
· Structural PUR Composites in RRIM technology,
· Sound-deadening PUR foams containing 70% of solids,
· PUR Grommets for automotive applications,
· DCPD and Nylon RIM parts.

Dedicated Solutions for Special Needs
While the storage section of these special machines always features a
jacketed and heavily insulated tank, all the metering section is enclosed in
a heated box where recirculation and metering pumps are enclosed,
together with all transducers and switching valves.
The high temperature required is supplied by forced
circulation of hot air, generated through a heat
exchanger fed by a central thermal oil heater.
When the components leave the hot box they flow
through insulated and heated rigid piping and flexible
hoses up to the mixing head. Here the right temperature
can be maintained with metal blocks heated with
electric heating glow plugs which provide the heat to
the injection and mixing areas throughout the whole
production shift.
The whole thermal conditioning system has been
optimised both in terms of efficiency and speed:
operations can be started with only 30 minutes of preheating cycle and nowhere in the circuit has to be seen a
waste of energy, to optimise the running costs.
Hybrid solutions are available: when only one of the
components works at high temperature (for instance to
lower its viscosity) the heated box only surrounds that
metering section.
continues at page 26
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Cannon Equipment for the Composites

Design Manufacturing and Simulation Center,
Purdue University

CANNON SUPPLIED METERING
EQUIPMENT AND A SOPHISTICATED
MOULD FOR THE “COMPOSITES
MANUFACTURING AND SIMULATION
CENTRE” AT PURDUE UNIVERSITY, WEST
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. IT WILL BE USED TO
DEVELOP INNOVATIVE MANUFACTURING
SOLUTIONS FOR ADVANCED COMPOSITES
WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF A NATIONAL
PROJECT RUN BY IACMI, THE AMERICAN
INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED COMPOSITES
MANUFACTURING INNOVATION.
WE INTERVIEW PROF. R. BYRON PIPES, THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF CMSC, TO
ILLUSTRATE THEIR FIELD OF ACTIVITY
TO OUR READERS.
Cannon News: Professor
Pipes, can you tell us
what the IACMI is and
what is the role of the
Composites Manufacturing and Simulation
Center (CMSC) within the
IACMI Project?

R. Byron Pipes: The Institute for Advanced
Composites Manufacturing Innovation (IACMI)
is a partnership of industry, universities, national
laboratories, and federal, state and local
governments working together to benefit the
nation's energy and economic security by sharing
existing resources and co-investing to accelerate
development and commercial deployment of
advanced composites. The institute is supported by
public funds – a $70 million commitment from the
U. S . D e p a r t m e n t o f E n e r g y ' s A dva n c e d
Manufacturing Office – and by over $180 million
committed from IACMI's partners.
We, the Composites Manufacturing Simulation
Center (CMSC) of Purdue University, are one of
five Centres of Excellence of IACMI, which is mainly
focussed on three applications: Vehicles, Wind
Turbines and Gas Storage, developed in
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Michigan, Colorado and Ohio. Here at CMSC, in the State of Indiana, we
have the Innovative Design and Predictive Modelling and Simulation
responsibility for the whole IACMI project. In practice, we are at the
beginning of the problem: we are not dealing with Carbon Fibre
production here (we do that in Tennessee and Kentucky), we start one
step later with a Lab Scale Pre-preg production facility. We can scale-up
later in a Pilot-Full Scale plant in Michigan where we have a 4,000 ton
press and a 3,000 ton injection moulding machine. In our brand new
30,000 sqf laboratory, inaugurated July 2016, we have a team of around
20 distinguished engineers at work, including Prof. Jan-Anders Mansson,
a very outstanding person who joined us from the Ecole Polytechnique
Federale De Lausanne (EPFL), and we count on about 30 graduate
students to help us. We support simulation software for commercial
simulations for most composite and plastics processing technologies.
CN: For which applications is the CMSC already at work ?
RBP: Automotive is the mass market for composites, of course, the
biggest of all, but we come from Aerospace, this is our root: we already
have simulation software capability well established for aerospace
composites, so we could add Aerospace to Automotive and to Energy
(Wind) as main markets. Talking about the current use of Composites, we
can rate around 75% of applications going for Aerospace, with
Automotive still very young in their use. But, in perspective and talking of
volumes, if you add only a few kilos of Composites to mass-produced cars,
this modest amount would require thousands of times of what we
actually produce.
CN: How do you judge the current trends in using Composites in
modern vehicles?
RBP: We very much admire what BMW has done with Composites in their
hybrid vehicles, but if you talk to them they will tell you that this is not the
way they plan to make cars in the future: it is too costly and it's still
inefficient. Their future cars will be made of steel, aluminium and carbon
fibre, not of mostly one material. This is the period when we reach some
level of maturity, as we are maturing the processes and associated
equipment to supply to the industry the capability to manufacture costeffective, high-volume composites. Then it's up to the manufacturer to
decide the best combination of technologies to be used for their
individual needs.
CN: What is the role of the simulation in today's and tomorrow's
Composites industry?
RBP: We have more knowledge today in terms of designing and
simulating: using the proper combination of simulation software tools,
we are modelling today not only the performance of a part – and as a
consequence the performance of the final product where that part will

Discover online the
activities of CMSC!
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An integrated
manufacturing
simulation module
can handle the
whole
development of
an HP-RTM part
in less than 5
minutes of active
working time,
using a browser
from a simple PC.

play a fundamental role – but also the whole manufacturing process.
We can already build a virtual car and deal with what we call
“Manufacturing-Informed Performance”. We have been through the
era when people designed perfect materials and then, whatever they
made, they had to accommodate their procedures, because the perfect
manufacturing process never happens. We have to put the manufacturing
steps into the design process, and that's what we are doing. We connect
manufacturing and performance working on cost modelling, so that
one understands the relationship between cost, manufacturing process
and performance, being able to achieve it at a desired cost. We have
developed the Composites Virtual Factory Hub: we simulate the
manufacturing process in the physics of what happens, not just a “time &
motion” study. Today, if you do modelling or simulation you have a series
of “codes” – software packages – that have to be put together. Our vision is
manufacturing-informed performance simulation: powered by
integrated, validated commercial software tools in a secure, collaborative
cloud-based environment, where we put the right simulation tools
together to give you the correct manufacturing process. It's all based on
commercial software so that all companies can have it, licensed to
themselves or used through us. Since it is cloud based it's never exposed
to the user and only the answers or the solutions come back to the
engineer who's asking the questions. We use a Hub technology, HUBzero,
a cyberinfrastructure created here at Purdue by the development of NSFfunded nanoHUB, that allows groups of people to achieve process
integration using the same data, seeing the same models and interacting
with them. We spent $ 45 million since year 2002 to develop it and today
this network is spread worldwide and used by over 20,000 people with
web-browsing simulation tools.
We borrowed this hub-based
technology and we used it along
with Amazon Web Services, an
available, accessible, scalable,
secure cloud service platform
offering computer power, file
storage, content delivery and
other functionality to help
businesses scale and grow. You
can use this on a browser,
without having any software at
all.
CN: Which software tools do
you work with, in this complex
process, and how do you
connect them?
RBP: We write the interface for
the integration of major
Composites software tools from
Dassault Systemes – who gave
us probably $ 20 million worth
of licenses for CATIA, ABAQUS
and other packages –

Convergent , Analy Swift, Stream, ESI, eXstream, Moldex3D and others on a single
platform able to simulate 4 or 5 complete
manufacturing processes.
As an example, shown in these slides (left) the
development of an HP-RTM part would include the
use of five sophisticated software packages, such as
CATIA, PAM-RTM, PAM-FORM 2G, CONVERGENT
and ABAQUS or LS-DYNA. Assuming that a single
engineer would be able to use these 5 complex tools
proficiently, after building each of the individual
models, it would take him at least a full hour of
hands-on time, not counting the compute time, to
get to a prediction of the effect of making a process
modification that would then be passed along to
manufacturing colleagues. Our integrated
manufacturing simulation module, where the
material properties and process conditions are
entered through a single, consistent interface, can
handle that job in less than 5 minutes of active
working time, working with a browser from a
simple PC. You can imagine what that means in
design and optimisation when it only takes you a
few minutes to change variables, processing or
material characteristics. And all of this without
having an expert required to touch each code: here
the expert is one who understands the process and
can immediately use the obtained data. Our vision
of the future is the following: a “drag-and-drop”
methodology where you can take the codes across
the Hub and link them in special ways, so that they
can give you quickly the geometry of your part and
the most appropriate transformation technology.
We are currently dealing with many processes: HPRTM, laminate stamping, injection overmoulding, 3D printing, short fibre moulding. In
composites 3D printing we have the idea of
producing prototype moulds for compression
moulding initially and for injection moulding and
HP-RTM later on.
The difference between us and a dedicated
software supplier is that we are putting together
the best tools offered by several suppliers and we
let them interact in the most flexible way, without
being bound by the need to promote or sell only one
line of these simulation tools.
CN: Do you see applications going in the direction
of Industry 4.0 recommendations? Something
like machine self-learning or hybrid twin
concept or state observer technique?
RBP: Our thinking is to build the virtual model of
the manufacturing process, so that before you do
anything in the physical world, you can observe the
output of the model, which will be going all the way
through the manufacturing process, well into the
performance of the parts. But the codes we
currently use are very complex and they take a lot
of time to run, so I doubt very seriously that in the
near term, with the current computing power, they
can guide and make decisions able to provide
instructions to the equipment in real time. As we
learn more and we can simplify things and develop
response surfaces to interpolate and represent
output from the simulation tools, we'll have the
ability to make the machines smart enough to
provide instructions and make adjustments while
the machine is on the run.
We'll do surely this first in the 3D printing arena,
where things occur so dynamically and demand
that you do that!
continues at page 14
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Cannon Composites Technology

for Tomorrow's Korean Cars
HYUNDAI STEEL CHOOSES CANNON HPR T M T E C H N O LO G Y TO D E V E LO P
COMPOSITES MASS-MANUFACTURING
METHODS FOR FUTURE SERIAL
PRODUCTION OF AUTOMOTIVE PARTS.
Cannon commitment and expertise in Composites
manufacturing and automotive industry
development has been recently confirmed by its
selection as a supplier for Hyundai Steel's R&D
laboratory.
Hyundai Steel was founded in 1953 as the first
South Korean steelmaker. As a steel mill
specialized in automotive materials, it is heavily
engaged in development of next generation steel
grades for the automotive industry. Furthermore,
Hyundai Steel is dedicated to developing
materials that can make vehicles lighter and
safer by utilising state-of-the-art technologies
such as TWB (tailor welded blanks),
hydroforming, and hot stamping. Recently, the
Company – in partnership with Hyundai Motors –
took the strategic decision to invest in HP-RTM
(High Pressure Resin Transfer Moulding) and
LCM (Liquid Composite Moulding) technologies
to develop Composites manufacturing methods
that could be applied in the future serial
production of lightweight vehicles.
The Cannon equipment for the development of
new Composite parts was chosen by Hyundai
Steel, after a comprehensive selection process and
direct examination of three potential suppliers,
thanks to its characteristics of functionality and
flexibility. The Cannon solution includes:
· A high pressure, three-component Cannon ESystem Enhanced metering unit with two
heads for HP-RTM and LCM impregnation
methods.
· An advanced stack handling system, to
effectively transfer the stack of Carbon fibres
into the press after LCM Epoxy dispensing.
CN: Are you experimenting with a new approach
to Composite processing?
RBP: I think that we are learning a lot: we keep
learning how expensive is the tooling in the
Composite business! A tool is almost as
expensive as a dosing machine and we are
limited by the tooling more than by anything else.
That is why we look with great interest in additive
manufacturing or 3D printing of composites,
where there is no tooling involved. And 3D printing
can produce a compression moulding tool in few
hours, which makes it even more appealing for our
needs.
In hybrid systems we are very interested in
injection over-moulding, a combination of what
you already do in HP-RTM and laminate stamping,
combining two manufacturing processes in one,
shaping a Carbon fabric or fibre-filled preform
while you are injecting a liquid system: there are
many combinations and approaches that are worth
trying, what we want to do is to put together the
physical models in such a way that the user would
be able to make his predictions in whatever
combination of techniques he's experimenting.
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· A 21'' capacitive touch screen and PC, running the new Cannon
Automata HP-RTM-MCS, an advanced control system, specifically
developed by for the control of HP-RTM machines. The system is
equipped with a control toolbox for LCM robot, which enables an
extremely simple and intuitive trajectory programming. Furthermore,
the Cannon control system takes care of the stacking line.
· A set of Cannon HP-RTM moulds, benefitting of Cannon DMC's
mould-making long-time experience.
· An extensive prototyping campaign, to be carried out by Cannon
Ergos in their Italian manufacturing centre, few kilometres north of
Milano, Italy, in order to create a pre-series of Composite parts for the
prototype vehicles.

Cannon threecomponent
E-System
Enhanced
metering unit,
suitable for
HP-RTM and LCM
impregnation
methods of Epoxy
resins.

The Cannon proposal, result of its turn-key competences on Composites
manufacturing, includes a unique advanced control system, essential
to fulfil the complex automation tasks required by Hyundai Steel.

Our Virtual Factory is a factory where we build the physics and we
observe the results before we carry out the tests.
CN: Which are the reasons for selecting Cannon as a partner for your
new lab equipment for Composites ?
RBP: One of the reasons we picked your high pressure dosing equipment
for our laboratory was the need to have a qualified partner in your area of
competence within the Composite industry. We did not discuss price, we
concentrated on future partnership: your team has many industry
contacts, including international ones, that we are interested in; we can
become a supplier of manufacturing simulation solutions.
This partnership will likely attract new customers for you and for us. We
at CMSC try to look for a long-term relationship with the industry and
establish relationships which go beyond the 5-year term of the IACMI
project, that is already in its 2nd year of activity. We are here to last, helping
people to solve their manufacturing problems in a continuously
developing field of the composites industry.
I am excited by this partnership between us: you are the machine
manufacturer, we are the simulation tool and expertise provider, we see a
wonderful partnership for this industry and we look forward to working
well together in the future!
CN: Professor Pipes, we share what you just said, and we thank you for
your time!

from page 13
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A Cannon E-System Enhanced for Hanwha

Advanced Materials R&D Centre in South Korea
FOUNDED IN 1965 IN SOUTH KOREA, HANWHA ADVANCED
MATERIALS (HAM) IS OPERATING GLOBALLY IN THE AREAS OF
LIGHTWEIGHT COMPOSITE MATERIALS, MOULDED PARTS
FOR AUTOMOBILES, HIGH-FUNCTIONAL FILMS FOR MOBILE
DISPLAY AND HIGH-EFFICIENCY FILM MATERIALS FOR SOLAR
POWER PLANTS. BEARING A MULTI DECADE EXPERIENCE ON
LWRT (LIGHT WEIGHT REINFORCED THERMOPLASTIC) AND
GMT (GLASS MAT THERMOPLASTIC), HAM IS A GLOBAL
LEADER IN THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITES.
HAM SELECTED CANNON FOR THE SUPPLY OF A
SOPHISTICATED EQUIPMENT DESTINED TO THEIR SOUTH
KOREAN R&D LABORATORIES. CANNON'S TURNKEY
APPROACH IN COMPOSITES HAS BEEN VALUED AS AN
IMPORTANT ASSET FOR A FUTURE PATH OF CLOSE
COOPERATION.
Able to supply all
the needed
technologies and
equipment with a
“single
responsibility”
contract, Cannon
provides a "OneStop-Shop"
approach to the
Companies that
are manufacturing
HP-RTM and LCM
Composite parts.

In order to follow the latest trends in the automotive composites
industry, HAM has decided to invest in HP-RTM (High-Pressure Resin
Transfer Moulding) and LCM (Liquid Composite Moulding)
technologies to catch the opportunities of structural Composites mass
production.

After a careful selection process and direct
examination of other potential suppliers, HAM has
decided to invest in a Cannon E-System
Enhanced machine, identified as the best
compromise between functionality and flexibility.
The Cannon machine is a high-pressure, threecomponents metering unit for fast curing Epoxy
resins, equipped with two mixing heads: one
for HP-RTM in-mould injection and one for
LCM, installed on a robot.
The machine features a 21'' capacitive touch
screen computer running the new Cannon
Automata HP-RTM-MCS, an advanced control
system, specifically developed by Cannon's
automation company for the control of HP-RTM
machines. This electronic control is also equipped
to drive the robot used for LCM resin distribution,
allowing for an extremely simple and intuitive
trajectory programming.
Part of the package was also a hybrid mould
s u i t a b l e f o r b o t h H P- RT M a n d LC M
technologies.
The mould, made by Cannon DMC (Cannon's
mould making Division),enables variable
thickness moulding and is equipped with pressure
sensors and patented vacuum valves.
Cannon, being able to supply all the required
technologies and equipment with a “single
responsibility” contract, provides a One-StopShop approach to the Companies that decide to
invest in complete manufacturing solutions for
HP-RTM and LCM Composite parts.
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T-System: Cannon Introduce their

Latest Evolution in Thermoforming
THE ALL NEW CANNON “T-SYSTEM”
FEATURES THE LATEST INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS FOR SINGLE STATION
THERMOFORMING MACHINES.
KEY BENEFITS, SUCH AS EFFICIENCY,
RELIABILITY AND HIGH-END QUALITY,
PLACES THIS SERIES AT THE HIGHEST
POSSIBLE POSITION IN THE MARKET
PLACE.
The latest series of Cannon single station
thermoformers has been designed with one clear
target in mind: to provide substantial benefits
to the end user.
The result is simple in that the “T-System” versus
the current single station available models, can
boast the following advantages:
· Up to 40% savings in energy consumption for
the machine movements,
· Up to 20% less energy used for cooling with
no loss of performance,
· Up to 40% faster movements in the forming
area, maintaining a precision of up to 0.05 mm
in positioning,
· Up to 20% savings in machine weight, making
it easier to move and service, with lower wearand-tear for the individual components, thus
requiring less maintenance,
· Up to 15% less footprint and overall machine
height, making it more convenient to position in
the factory,
· Time required for mould change can be as low
as 10 minutes, while maintaining the full
compatibility with existing moulds provided
with current state-of-the-art fixing systems,
· Up to 20% higher flexibility in adjusting the
aperture plate, thanks to the patented TRIPLO
automatic adjustment system, which has been
further improved in terms of lower weight. The
installed power for its movement can be
reduced up to 70%!

Still interested?
Then continue
reading…
Cannon has been present
in the thermoforming
arena since 1988. In 2012
it was decided that
Cannon needed to
strengthen their grip in
this market and in order
to achieve this they set
Cannon Ergos the
challenge.
Specialising in industrial
thermoforming –
e xc l u d i n g p a c k a g i n g
machines and light foil
applications – Cannon
thermoformers are
supplied worldwide
throughout the Cannon
network of Local Offices
and Agents, that is
currently present in more
than 40 countries.
The main market sectors
for applications include
liners for domestic
refrigerator cabinets
and doors, automotive
interior and exterior
parts, entrance doors,
travel luggage,
advertising and road
signage, sanitary ware
(for bath tubs, Jacuzzi's
and showers),
agricultural panels,
leisure toys, fish pond
liners, special pallets and technical articles.
Two main lines of thermoformers characterise the Cannon offer:
continuous lines for in-line production, and single-station machines.

T-System, the Next Evolution in Thermoforming
The new Cannon “T-System” series, presented officially at the Fakuma
Plastics Fair in Friedrichshafen, Germany, in October 2017, is a new
concept of single-station thermoformer conceived for general
purpose trade moulders.
Suitable for a wide range of applications, technologies and
thermoplastic materials, including composites, it has been completely
re-designed using only internal engineering resources and advanced
CAD systems with FEA (Finite Elements Analysis) and stress simulation
packages.
The “T-System” has been conceived with two major end user's
interests in mind: high efficiency in terms of energy consumption and
cycle times, combined with a superior surface aspect and overall
quality of the formed parts.

Energy Efficiency
The forming area's movements are fully electric, optimised in terms of
energy consumption: featuring self-lubricating linear guides and
electro-mechanical cylinders driven by brush-less electric motors that
allows them to save up to 40% power.
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All surfaces that dissipate heat have been thermally insulated, providing
better comfort to the operators in the surrounding area and higher
stability during the thermoforming cycle.
A state of the art centralised cooling system for the formed parts has
been designed with a 20% higher efficiency target in mind: this is
achieved through a significant cooling time reduction and with energy
savings thanks to the adjustable speed fan which can be programmed
via the operator panel. The heating section – the core of the
thermoforming process
–features three different
heating lamp options:
Ceramic, Quartz and
Halogen. A comparison
between the three
systems is shown in
Table 1.
The all new “T- System”
has been designed to
incorporate heating
times of up to 40%
quicker and a total
energy consumption of
up to 50% lower. It is
clear that in the long
term, halogen lamps
prove to be extremely
m o re e f f i c i e n t t h a n
standard ceramic infrared elements, according
to the type of end
product and type plastic
sheet used.
Of course, given
Cannon's flexibility, each
client is free to decide
the most appropriate
heating media for their
own needs.

Performances
The “T- System” is a full
servo machine equipped
with compact precise
electromechanical
cylinders for the forming
movements.
It has been designed
with state of the art
mechanical construction
with all moving components requiring low maintenance.
The automatic servo-motorised adjustment for aperture plate and
clamp frame provides the widest range on the market.
The Cannon patented TRIPLO adjustable aperture plate system has a
feature present only in Cannon thermoformers, which already grants
20% more flexibility in mould adjusting capacity vs. competing
equipment. This system has now been improved even further, using a
lighter material with improved characteristics meaning it now uses less
power for the movements and boasts a 40% faster adjustment
movement, leading to higher productivity.

Table 1 – Heating Options
Type of element

Pros

Radiating power

Heating time

Energy consumption

The total weight of the machine has been
reduced by about 20%, thanks to the use of
smart engineering and stress simulation analysis,
combined with the use of innovative materials
lighter than steel. These components, designed
ad-hoc for a target performance, guarantee a
longer average life and allow for reduced
maintenance cycles, especially for the moving
parts.

Optimised Design, Reduced Footprint
Optimising the movements and the size of
components has seen a reduction in the overall
dimension of the machine.
The “T-System” footprint is approximately
15% smaller than the previous Cannon
thermoformers. This reflects a reduced space
possession in the manufacturing facility providing
additional space for operators, storage of plastic
sheets and finished parts.
A useful feature is represented by a standardised
design of the tool fixing system, which takes into
consideration most of the types of tools owned by
the average custom moulders, that includes those
o f m a j o r b ra n d s w i t h i n t h e i n d u s t r y o f
thermoformers.
This rational design allows the mould change
operation to take place in as low as ten minutes.

State-of-art Electronics
A characteristic that has always attracted end
users to Cannon thermoforming equipment has
been the centralised electronic control.
Easy to program, solid and performing, able to
satisfy the most modern needs of integration in an
Industry 4.0 environment, the Cannon control is
based on the best available commercial brands of
industrial electronics, on the same level of its most
sophisticated competitors. Dedicated software
has been written – and the relevant necessary
hardware has been selected – to provide the most
effective control of the thermoformer in any phase
of the production process.
The result is an optimised thermoforming cycle,
thanks to the possibility of adding a wide array of
sensors that assists the operators understand of
what's happening in real time and helps them to
better control and set-up production parameters.
Heating, cooling, sag control and material prestretching are precisely set in order to grant a very
high level of repeatability and with the recipebased architecture of the control system it allows
the operator to store all the parameters from one
run to the next.
The touch-screen icon-based operator panel
makes the whole interaction between operator
and machine easier and more direct and making
functionality understanding simplistic for the
training of non-skilled workforces.
The Cannon thermoformers control represents –
as stated by several leading users of the most
prestigious, competing industrial equipment – a
benchmark for the thermoforming industry:
the new “T-System” uses the most sophisticated
version of advanced controls.

CERAMICS

Basic solution
Low cost
Long life

26 kW/m2

Reference

Reference

QUARTZ

Best for surface
quality Gentle
heating

26 kW/m2

-15% vs. ceramics

-20% vs. ceramics

A Quality Machine for Quality Parts

-50% vs. ceramics

All the above-mentioned innovations, introduced
in this new series of thermoformer, provide
superior control of the process and therefore, a
constant, reproducible and measurable level of
quality.

HALOGEN

Very powerful and
fast heating Better
penetration of radiation

42 kW/m2

-40% vs. ceramics
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Optimum heating provides constant thickness in
the most stressed corners, with plastics surfaces
free from visible and hidden thermal stress while
providing a reduced trim-out border. Dealing with
deep-draw parts, where very thick plastics
sheets must be used to guarantee a sufficient
thickness to the walls of the finished article,
demands a superior control of the energy
distribution.
It is here where the halogen lamps perform at
their best, combining high instant temperatures
with steep heating and cooling ramps. Halogens
transfers heat into a 10-12 mm thick sheet with
the energy sufficient enough to soften its inner
core without overheating its surface and inducing
potential sag or spoiling its surface.
A careful management of power distribution
across the entire surface and the selection of the
most appropriate heating ramps provide
repeatable and satisfactory results.

A Complete Range of Sizes is Available
The “T-System” has been conceived in three
distinct segments with its ability to cover the
largest possible range of sizes demanded by a
sophisticated process, while delivering high
productivity and quality parts.
repair service as well as the procurement of urgent spare parts.
Speaking the language of his customers, both idiomatically and
technically, a Cannon representative is always close to his clients and
prospects. This local service activity covers the thermoforming
equipment in most of the countries, and acts in any other occasion as a
fundamental link between the Cannon factories and their clients.
The Customer Needs are Cannon Priority
One basic aspect of the Cannon culture is the centrality of the customer
needs when offering a piece of equipment.
Standardisation is the dream of every equipment manufacturer, but
unfortunately we do not live in a perfect or ideal world, so every Cannon

Table 2 shows the available models of the three
segments, with interesting values of achievable
draw respectively of 400, 600 and 800 mm.
This provides an optimum solution to the
manufacturers of parts that feature deep cavities,
such as special bath tubs, commercial
r e f r i g e r a t o r s , a u t o m o t ive e x t e r i o r ' s
components and similar applications.
The machine presented at Fakuma is a 1500 x
1200 x 650 mm model of the intermediate level,
featuring special options such as halogen lamps,
full motorised adjustment of the clamp frame and
aperture plate (TRIPLO System), motorised plug
assist and many process control options which are
only a part of the complete set of optional
accessories and functions available on this new
series.
These additional extras include:
• Automatic loading of the plastic sheet and
u n l o a d i n g o f p r o d u c t w i t h i m p r o ve d
performances.
• Centralized cooling system
• Production monitoring system (Industry 4.0)
A Worldwide Network of Service Centres
More than 40 Cannon Local Offices and Agents are
active around the World to help customers to find
the best solution for their needs, including
technical service for programmed maintenance or
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Table 2 – Available Sizes
Small size machines
Medium size machines
Large size machines
(Max product height 400 mm) (Max product height 600 mm) (Max product height 800 mm)
1000 x 700

1250 x 800

1500 x 1200
2000 x 1000
2000 x 1200
2000 x 1500
2250 x 1500

1250 x 1000
company puts great emphasis on its capacity of studying and making
the solution that the client needs, which is not necessarily the
machine available on its catalogue or at stock.
Anyone who has experienced a “take it or leave “attitude from other
thermoformer manufacturers are welcome to pay a visit in one of
Cannon Local Offices or in the Italian factory of Cannon Ergos, that is
located only a few kilometres away from three international airports
around Milan. At Cannon you will only find people who want to listen,
adapt, or deliver what is necessary and not what is available on the shelf.
The Cannon customer reference list – especially for the thermoforming
business unit – is full of names of large and small companies from all
major industry sectors.
You are always welcome, at Cannon!

2500 x 1500
2500 x 2000

3000 x 1500
3000 x 2000

Visit the
Thermoformers
section of Cannon
website!
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Cannon Thermoformers Gain Market Share
in Germany and UK

These technical solutions allow for the automated
extraction of one finished part every 150 seconds.
This fully-automatic machine works around the
clock, with complete satisfaction of this new Cannon
client.
The producer of large plastic containers for
industrial and civilian water recovery systems,
sanitary-ware and bathroom components has
chosen a CREA 2520-08 machine to vacuummould large, deep containers. The 2.5 by 2 m
machine's platens allow for the fully-automatic
manufacture. The mould-change phase is eased by
a special design of the machine, that allows for full
access to the forming area for service and
maintenance.
The presence of the TRIPLO platen adjustment
s y s t e m e l i m i n a t e s a ny n e e d o f m a n u a l
intervention on the forming platform when a
different size of plastic sheet is required.
The latest generation of Siemens S7 PLC, fitted
with an advanced process control software
developed by Cannon, assures maximum
reliability and repetitive results, with an
optimised consumption of electricity and a very
user-friendly interface.

Repeat Orders from the UK

NUMEROUS THERMOFORMING MACHINES FROM CANNON
ERGOS HAVE RECENTLY REACHED NEW AND EXISTING
GERMAN AND BRITISH CLIENTS.
HIGH RELIABILITY, GOOD PERFORMANCES, SOPHISTICATED
PROCESS CONTROL AND A CONVENIENT PRICE HAVE BEEN
THE WINNING CARDS IN TWO VERY DEMANDING MARKETS.
Cannon Ergos activity in the Industrial Thermoforming markets have
gained in the past 12-18 months the preferences of demanding clients,
for very specialised applications as well as in the standard single-station
segment of market. Numerous units have been supplied to Germany
and the UK.

New German Customers
Being Germany – without any doubt – the most technologically
advanced arena for thermoforming technologies both in terms of clients
and of competitors, the recent contracts won by Cannon Ergos and
Cannon Deutschland in this country represent an important milestone
for the whole Group. Among other examples, the latest two machines
supplied feature interesting technical aspects and applications.
A major manufacturer of technical and industrial articles located in
Southern Germany has selected a CREA 1512-06 model for the
production of the cover for the luggage compartment of Audi and BMW
vehicles. The large plastic part (1.5 by 1 m) is formed out of 2.3 mm thick
EVA sheets, automatically loaded in the forming area: here, supported
by the Cannon–patented TRIPLO automatic system of platen
adjustment, the sheet is firmly clamped to the forming base and preheated. By using a shuttling bank of IR quartz lamps controlled by a
sophisticated solution developed by Cannon, the temperature of each
small portion of plastic is controlled precisely, thanks to a measuring
system featuring a precision of +/- 1 °C.
The subsequent forming operation is performed on a male mould, brought
up from below, using powerful vacuum circuits for faster effect and energy
savings. Forming is immediately followed by a quick cooling phase, using
air tunnelled through a peripheral duct installed around the forming area.

Linecross Ltd., a famous British producer of
plastic parts for car exteriors and interiors, has
committed to Cannon Ergos the manufacture of
their 4th Cannon CREA thermoformer in the past
20 months. This machine joins a park of
equipment that, with the exception of an old
German unit, includes only Cannon equipment.
The products formed on these units are large parts
as truck and vans front grills, body parts for
campers and caravans, interiors car elements etc.
A large British manufacturer of shower trays
and sanitary-ware repeated orders for Cannon
thermoformers in 2016 and 2017.
The first unit, a CREA 2215-06, has been
optimised to form two shower trays from two
different sheets in a single cycle. Placed
manually side-by-side, the two sheets can be
different in size, thickness and colour to make two
different shapes. This solution allows for
maximum flexibility in the production mix and
substantial reduction in stock of finished parts.
The second machine, a CREA 1510-06 has been
devoted to the production of bespoke seats for
disabled: a sandwich of flexible layers of semiexpanded plastics, supported by a rigid sheet, is
thermoformed on an EPS (Expanded Polystyrene)
mould which exactly reproduces the body shape of
the final client. Manually-served, this machine
features a forming platen of 1,500 by 1,000 mm
and a Cannon process control with a software
dedicated to this specific application.
The thermoformers built by Cannon Ergos are
distributed and assisted in the UK by Cannon
Shelley in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire. Prompt
commercial and technical service, attention for
the real needs of each contract, long experience in
the local market, availability of spare parts have
gained – in addition to the reliable operations and
to the innovative solutions implemented on their
machines – the confidence of the British
thermoformers towards Cannon.
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Power Solutions for China
CANNON SUPPLIES ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS TO THE
LEADING CHINESE MANUFACTURERS OF
ELECTRIC CARS AND THEIR STRATEGIC
COMPONENTS.
Cannon Ergos Composites Equipment
for Kangde Electric Car Parts
A major order taken in 2015 by Cannon Ergos has
been fully delivered and installed during 2016 to
Kangde in China for the manufacture of Carbon
Composite parts for electric cars.
A government plan, aimed at the reduction of
emissions from the transportation sector, foresee
the manufacture of five million electric cars by
2020. Kangde Composites Co. Ltd. – a member of
the Kangde Investment Group, producers of film
laminates for packaging, optical industry and
decorations – is going to manufacture the wide
range of CFRC (Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Composites) parts required to provide energy
efficiency to the new Chinese electric cars.
This large contract includes
· Carbon fibre stacks production (with a
dedicated nesting software to optimize Carbon
fibre yield and minimize handling ),
· Carbon fibre stacks preforming system,
· HP-RTM (High Pressure Resin Transfer
Molding) and LLD (Liquid Lay Down)
production cells.

BONO Energia Fluid Heaters for
ATL Amperex Technology LiPo Batteries
BONO Energia started in 2015 a collaboration with ATL, international
company leading in production of rechargeable LiPo (Lithium IonPolymer) battery cells, used in consumers electronic products and
automotive.
ATL renewed their battery coating process, substituting electric energy
with hot thermal fluid, saving up to 30% energy consumption.
BONO solution allows the client to improve efficiency and to save space
for civil works for customers and workers.
In two years BONO Energia provided 11 thermal fluid heathers (OMP
5000) for ATL's plant in Ningde, China. The heat provided by OMPs is
used to maintain at liquid state the battery separator film. The heathers
come with the OptiSpark Automatic Control System, that constantly
monitors the performances of the machines, guaranteeing the best
efficiency in any condition.
BONO heathers, fully designed and produced in Italy, respect the
European standards, in compliance with Chinese certification
requirements. Moreover, Cannon Far East, the local branch of the Group,
keeps BONO Energia closer to the market, speaking the local language
and providing prompt technical support in commercial and after-sales
activities to the clients that have been supplied since the 1980's.

Thermal Fluid Heathers
BONO, until now, has supplied worldwide customers with more than
4,000 thermal fluid heathers installed in different industries, from oil &
gas to textile. The company offers package solutions that include a wide
range of products supporting customers during placement, installation,
commissioning, start-up and maintenance of their plant.

Cannon Grows in Far East
A FRUITFUL PRESENCE AT PU CHINA –
UTECH ASIA 2017 ENDS A SUCCESSFUL
FIRST HALF OF THE YEAR FOR CANNON
FAR EAST. WE INTERVIEW WONG LEE
MENG, CFE MANAGING DIRECTOR, TO
KNOW MORE OF THEIR PRESENT AND
FUTURE ACTIVITIES.
Cannon News: How was the PUR show, this year,
for Cannon Far East ?
Wong Lee Meng: We have had good contacts
during the two and a half days, meeting old friends
and updating them to our latest developments.
Visitors were local Chinese and from the region,
some from India. We have met new interesting
prospects and existing clients, starting at the
show a dozen of new projects.
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We have also discovered a number of new local competitors, many of
them oriented to export their products overseas, not only in Far East
Asia. These new comers sometimes are able to offer products with an
increased level of quality, not only cheap copies of Western-style
equipment. It's a new trend that we must monitor with attention: China
is developing quickly also in this direction!
CN: How is the year 2017 for Cannon Far East ?
WLM: Pretty good, with close to 80% of the sales objectives achieved in
the first half of the year. We are extending our range of machines, with
good results not only from our Italian products but also from those Made
in USA and in the UK by Cannon Viking .
CN: Which are the most relevant fields of activity for you in the recent
months?
WLM: As in the past, domestic refrigerators are an extremely
important application for Cannon in China and in the whole Far East.
We keep selling more than 20 dosing machines and polymerisation

Complex
moulding plants
for Composite
parts (above) and
efficient hot
thermal fluid
heaters are
supplied by
Cannon the the
producers of body
parts and
strategic
components for
electric cars.
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towards the use of electric cars as soon as possible,
therefore lightweight structural and body car
parts are a very hot subject! And we can deliver the
whole set of needed technologies, including the
moulds.
CN: How do you face this rising activity?
WLM: We adapt by reinforcing our local
structures. Beside having Technical Services
stationed in Shanghai, we also set up two Service
Centres: one in Hefei and one in Qingdao, total 8
people manning the two centres. To be close to the
customers and to give them prompt service is our
top priority. We also increase the number of our
commercial people to cater for the rising market
needs, to add resources to a staff which already
counts more than 110 people in China.
The local manufacturing activity of Shinnon, in
Guangdong, is also growing, through more
international cooperation for the Chinese projects
of all the other Cannon Group's Companies.
It's a challenging market, but we can manage!

The Cannon Far
East booth at PU
CHINA – UTECH
ASIA 2017.

lines every year in China only. Our Vacuum Assisted foaming lines offer
solid sales arguments to the fridge makers!
The insulated containers– the reefers – for transportation are a fast
rising business in China. We have supplied here more than 20 large
foaming machines in the past 20 months, for Ocean, Train and Road
Trucks versions of reefers. Our international experience in this field is a
winning sales argument. We bring innovative and productive solutions,
and the Chinese manufacturers are ready to spend something more to
obtain a quality supply and service from and international
manufacturer.
In the automotive field we are specialising in niche applications, such
as cavity filling for car pillars or CanPreg, as well as in mass
production, such as car seats and instrument panels.
Composites are on the rise as well: the Chinese Government is pushing

Cannon Far East Sales Force Meets

WHILE IN GUANGZHOU, ATTENDING
THE POLYURETHANE SHOW, THE SALES
FORCE OF CANNON FAR EAST HELD
THEIR ANNUAL SALES MEETING. NEW
PEOPLE, NEW PROJECTS, NEW GOALS…
The simultaneous presence in Guangzhou of most
of the Sales and Technical forces of Cannon Far
East, gathered to attend their booth at the PU
China – UTECH Asia 2017 Polyurethane trade
show, was the right occasion to held their annual
Sales Meeting.
More than 20 people attended the event, whose
program included the review of the former year's
results, the introduction of new staff to the
colleagues, the presentation of new sales
opportunities deriving from the portfolio of other
Cannon Companies, with an update on the
international Group activities and targets given by
the Cannon Group top management.
It was, as usual, a very profitable event during
w h i c h t h e i n t e r p e r s o n a l c o n t a c t s w e re
strengthened and the professional experience of
the attendants was enriched by sharing technical
and market information among an international
environment.
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Haier Appreciates Cannon Service in China!
A NICE LETTER OF APPRECIATION WAS
SENT IN AUGUST 2017 FROM HAIER
EQUIPMENT'S PURCHASING
DEPARTMENT TO CANNON FAR EAST TO
COMMEND THREE CHINESE SERVICE
TECHNICIANS (SUN TAO, HUANG XI
DONG AND WANG CHENG LI) FOR
TA K I N G T H E I N I T I AT I V E A N D
R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y I N A C T I V E LY
C O L L A B O R AT I N G W I T H H A I E R
HUANGDAO PARK ON CYCLOPENTANE
FOAM EQUIPMENT ON-SITE INSPECTION
WORK, IDENTIFYING CRITICAL ISSUES
AND RESOLVING THESE ISSUES ON-SITE.
Cannon Far East takes pride for his technicians and
for the whole Chinese local staff for this sincere
acknowledgement of Haier, which states:
“On July 31, 2017, suppliers were requested to
conduct on-site inspections in Haier Huangdao Park
for Cyclopentane foaming equipment, where
Cannon Far East's Qingdao Office Staff actively
collaborated in.

C A N N O N P O LY U R E T H A N E A N D
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES ARE
READY HELP THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
TRANSPORT SECTOR ALONG THE NEW
SILK ROAD THAT WILL LINK CHINA TO
EUROPE AND THE WESTERN ASIAN
COUNTRIES. THE GROUP'S SOLUTIONS
HAVE BEEN PRESENTED AT THE PU CHINA
2017 EXHIBITION IN GUANGZHOU ON
AUGUST 29 TO 31.
The new Silk Road project of the Chinese
Government – One Belt, One Road (OBOR) –
implies a big development of the transport sector,
that should allow different types of goods and
materials to be supplied safely preserved over long
distances. The means of transport that will be used
on the OBOR are various: trains, boats, cars, trucks,
etc. Cannon is able to provide the right
manufacturing technologies to answer the most
important needs of the transportation market.
First of all, the need to preserve perishable goods
throughout industrial refrigerators, cold rooms
and reefer cargo: all insulated by special PU panels
that are currently produced using Cannon
machines and dedicated equipment.
Cannon foaming plants are now being used by two
international manufacturers to produce reefers,
refrigerated containers insulated with a thick
layer of Polyurethane rigid foam.
Another special application of this know how is the
LNG tanker ships insulation, for the overseas
cryogenic transport of liquid gas, a fossil fuel that is
competing with crude oil all over the world.
Furthermore, transports should be efficient and
comfortable. Cannon solutions for Composites
processing allow the automotive and truck
producers to lighten their means, improving
efficiency and reducing emissions.
Talking about travel comfort, the Group provides to
OEMs moulds and heads to produce seating,
headrest and armrest for the transport market.
Moreover, a special application of Cannon
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After discussion and negotiation, both parties decided to conduct
inspections during the monthly down time for the factory.
Despite the heavy rain in Qingdao on July 31, Sun Tao, Huang Xi Dong, and
Wang Cheng Li, they arrived punctually on-site, conducted inspections on
all of the Cyclopentane equipment, confirmed and discovered a total of 24
problems. They took initiative to resolve the problems that could be
repaired on-site effectively and efficiently, and strategized on solutions for
the rest of the problems that could not be carried out on-site.
For this, we hereby express
gratitude to the engineers, Sun
Tao, Huang Xi Dong, and Wang
Cheng Li, for their initiative and
collaboration with Haier. Their
actions were in line with the
Haier spirit, and would wish for
Cannot Far East to commend
and encourage!”
Haier Equipment Purchasing
Department - 2017.8.8 “
What else can be added to this
kind letter of acknowledgement?
Thank you, Haier!

One Belt, One Road. We Are Ready!

machines in railways is the production of elastomeric absorber plates
that, mounted under the railway sleepers, reduce vibrations improving
efficiency and comfort at the same time.
The OBOR project includes a number of offshore wind fields for the
production of electric energy. Even in this sector Cannon is present
internationally with customised solution supplied to the leading
manufacturers of composites blades for wind turbines.
Isolation and preservation, comfort, efficiency and energy. The
improvement of all these areas is very important within the transport
project of the new Silk Road. At the same time, to get the most out of the
new road, transport logistic should and will be integrated according to
Industry 4.0 precepts. Cannon Automata, the Group's company
specialised in last generation automatic control systems – software and
hardware – offers to its customers solutions to interconnect the different
phases of the transport chain using a Cloud-based system.
All these Cannon solutions, technologies and products have been
presented at PU China 2017 in Guangzhou on August 29-31 and will
constitute the leitmotif of the coming events in China & Far East Asia.
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Refrigerators in China, a Growth Driven by Quality
CHINA FRIDGE MAKERS KEEP A RISING PROFILE IN TERMS OF
GROSS MARGIN, IN SPITE OF A SLIGHT DECLINE IN
DOMESTIC SALES FOR THE PAST TWO CONSECUTIVE YEARS.
THE FIVE LARGEST PRODUCERS OF WHITE APPLIANCES
GROW THEIR DOMESTIC AND GLOBAL RESULTS THANKS TO
MAJOR ACQUISITIONS AND INVESTMENTS IN HIGH-END
MODELS AND SMART FRIDGES.
GE QIANG, CHINA'S AREA MANAGER OF CANNON AFROS,
REPORTS ON THE LATEST GROUP'S ACTIVITIES IN THIS
STRATEGIC MARKET.
Cannon News: Cannon foaming equipment holds a
leading presence in the Chinese refrigerator
market since the 1980's. What is your current
positioning in this market?
Ge Qiang: We still are the market leaders, in short. The
situation has evoluted, a number of domestic
equipment manufacturers are maturing in technical
expertise and slightly eroding our market share, but
the market is growing and we maintain our presence
in almost all the leading manufacturer's plants, in
China and abroad.
CN: How are they performing?
GQ: In spite of two consecutive years of drop of sales in
the domestic market, with a 1% decline between 2016
and 2015, the five largest producers were able to post
a growth.
This result was influenced by acquisitions – as in the case of Haier, which
acquired last year the refrigerator business unit of GE Appliances, and
Midea Group, that took a large share of Toshiba's fridge division – and
by natural growth: Hisense Kelon and Meiling both posted more than
10% growth last year, while Homa had stable sales. This growth mostly
comes from their decision to invest in better quality and more innovative
refrigerators.

A Cannon multiplefixture foaming plant
for refrigerator
cabinets provides a
fully automated
manufacturing
solution and
operative savings for
a long period of time.

CN: What sort of trend do you see in terms of fridge models, in China?
GQ: China's average family income is rising, an increasing number of
people can afford a sophisticated fridge for their kitchens.
Therefore multi-door models are on the rise, in various door
combinations and sizes, and smart refrigerators are increasingly
appreciated.
With respect to the past, energy saving aspect is gaining attention, so
the insulation efficiency becomes a key factor in the purchasing decision
making process.
On the other hand, the mass market of conventional models will be again
guaranteed by major demographic events: One-child policy has been

eliminated – a second child can be planned in a
family now – and another significant wave of
urbanization process is expected in the next fiveten years.
As a market leading supplier, we are mostly
concentrated on the higher-end manufacturing as
our technology development driving force, while
on the mass production models we see some space
for our further growth.
CN: How is the current trend in terms of
investments in refrigerator foaming plants?
GQ: On the foaming plant's “dry-end” side we see
an increasing number of …say, “cloned” equipment,
made by domestic suppliers that are simply
reproducing technological solutions developed by
European companies . They are more cost
competitive with a quite good quality, able to
supply the equipment at faster lead time without
long distance transportation from Europe. We can't
stop this trend, therefore we must continue
supplying more performing equipment and
specialised technical service. The leading Chinese
manufacturers are more and more involved in
international manufacturing activities. They do
understand that a global supplier can ensure
more reliable results in terms of equipment
durability, process repeatability, constant quality
and overall manufacturing savings. They do
appreciate that a global supplier can give more
efficient technical support by using their
international service network. Thus, a global
supplier is still one preferable partner when they
go abroad.
CN: Can you provide some recent success stories?
GQ: The Chinese and World leader of the
refrigerator market, Haier, continues to prefer
Cannon for their foaming equipment: they recently
ordered large plants for Russia, USA, Thailand and
now again 16 foaming lines for China. Our VAI
(Vacuum Assisted Injection) technology, in
combination with Dow PASCAL™ chemical
formulations, is providing them with foam savings,
reduced cycle times, constant high quality of foam
and a fully automated, repetitive process. This is
the VAI plant #5 for Haier, and their models
feature the lowest energy consumption rates on the
market. We also just supplied the complete “wet
side” – the foam dispensing units and mixing heads
– for four door plants in four different Haier
factories. Hisense recently ordered numerous
dosing machines and foaming fixtures of the
RotoPlug type, with Zero-Time-Mould-Change
solution. Meiling also purchased foaming
equipment from us in 2017, as Midea did in 2016
for their Pentane-blown new models.
CN: What about your local manufacturing in
China?
GQ: We hold a very good position with the leading
fridge manufacturers also thanks to a strong local
support deriving from our Shinnon sister company
located in Guangdong province.
Their skilled labour and manufacturing flexibility
can provide fast solutions, avoiding long delivery
times from Europe when a modification or an
addition is required quickly during a plant's
assembly phase. They are very active in the
automotive plants field as well, and they have
grown experience in refrigerators.
And this is definitely a major asset for Cannon !
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Great Wall Motors Uses Modern Cannon Seat Foaming Plant
THE LARGEST CHINESE PRODUCER OF
SPORT UTILITY VEHICLE AND PICK-UP
TRUCK COMMISSIONED THIS YEAR TO
CANNON A COMPLEX SEAT FOAMING
PLANT, TO FACE THE RISING DEMAND
DERIVING FROM THE SUCCESSFUL SALES
O F T H E I R L AT E S T S U V M O D E L S .
A C O M P L E X , S O P H I S T I C AT E D
EQUIPMENT WAS SUPPLIED THROUGH
THE WINNING COOPERATION BETWEEN
FOUR CANNON GROUP UNITS BASED IN
ITALY AND CHINA.
Great Wall Motors Company (GWM), headquartered in Baoding, Hebei province, is China's
largest sport utility vehicle (SUV) and pick-up
truck producer. In 2016 they set a historical sales
record of 1,074,471 cars worldwide, increased by
26% compared to 2015.
Great Wall, that was the first private Chinese auto
manufacturer to become a public company, sells
passenger cars, trucks under the Great Wall
brand and SUVs under the HAVAL and WAY
brands. In May 2017, the company officially
launched its first electric new energy vehicle, Great
Wall C30EV.
With a main manufacturing location in Baoding,
another site in Tianjin, a third plant in the Xushui
county and numerous joint ventures and licensed
companies in a dozen of countries overseas, Great
Wall has expansive plans for future production
bases and facilities.

A major project for Xushui
In the production plant located in the Xushui
province GWM manufactures their top-selling SUV
model, the HAVAL H6. All the foam seats and backs
are manufactured internally, using among other
equipment a complete foaming line manufactured
by Shinnon, the Guandong-province based Chinese
manufacturing plant of Cannon. When the rising
success of the H6 model called for a larger output of
seats, GWM launched an international bid for a
complete, highly sophisticated new foaming plant.
Only the major Polyurethane equipment suppliers
were admitted to the final negotiation, Cannon
being one of them. Demanding specifications
characterised this offer, in particular those related
with a centralised type of production control,
able to concentrate in a single point of command all
the functions of the plant: foaming equipment
(dosing machines, mixing heads and robots),
polymerisation moulds, mould carriers, turntable.
The client's requirements included:
· user-friendly programming system for the
simultaneous use of different chemical
formulations,
· easy definition of the pouring patterns in the
different moulds,
· complete production statistics with easy
traceability of each foamed part,
· complete management of alarms and of the
relevant causes,
· complete integration of the whole plant with the
central information system of the factory.
· a very tight delivery schedule.

A Special Response Was Required
Cannon Far East – which is in charge of the whole
Chinese market for Cannon, through the activity of
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five local Marketing & Technical Centres in Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Hefei and Qingdao, plus the Shinnon factory in Zhongshan,
Huangpu county, Guandong province – managed to coordinate a wellplanned delivery program between the manufacturing resources
available in Italy and China.
Given the assurance that the plant would be delivered in time, Cannon Far
East secured this major contract against a fierce competition in
November 2016. The scope of supply included:
· a conveyor carousel with 28 presses, fitted with 14 thermoregulators for the mould temperature control, designed to run
continuously at a speed above 10 m/sec,
· one complex high-pressure dosing unit, able to meter three Polyols
and one Isocyanate, stored in 500-lt tanks,
· one 4-component Cannon AX24 mixing head, able to vary on the fly,
between two subsequent shots, the composition of chemicals
dispensed in a mould, to ensure multi-hardness capability to this
foaming plant,
· one robot, for the fast and precise displacement of the mixing head
over a variety of moulds,
· four extra presses, to be kept in stand-by off-line for easy mould
changing operations,
· the complete, centralised electronic control for the whole plant,
· the whole safety system for carousel and foaming area,
· the extraction hoods for fumes above the open-moulds zone.

This seat moulding
carousel of GWM
features a centralised
type of production
control: all the
functions of the plant
are concentrated in a
single point of
command.

Specifications Change On The Fly…
When the manufacture of the equipment began, in Italy and China, things
got complicated by a sudden need to expand promptly the seat's
production capacity, due to successful sales of the H6 model and to the
need of producing cushions for the new WEY brand SUV, a more luxury
brand than HAVAL.
An emergency plan was put in operation, to provide
· an extra lot of 8 presses,
· one high-pressure dosing
unit as the first one (to be
connected to the existing set of
storage tanks),
· a second 4-component
Cannon AX24 mixing head,
· a second robot for the head.
This configuration would allow
for the simultaneous use of two
mixing heads (fed by the two
dosing units and held by the two
robots) on the same press,
leading to a 50% faster foaming
continues at page 25
phase and consequent
increase in productivity.
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Prompt Reaction Brings Client Back to Business After Major Accident
WHEN, IN FEBRUARY 2017, THE FACTORY OF A LARGE
MANUFACTURER OF RIGID PANELS FOR INSULATION IN FAR
EAST ASIA SUFFERED A MAJOR ACCIDENT, THE FUTURE OF
THOUSANDS OF WORKERS WAS AT RISK. PRODUCTION OF
PRE-FABRICATED HOUSES FOR EXPORT TO ASIA-PACIFIC
AREAS WAS STOPPED AND COULD NOT BE RESUMED UNTIL
NEW EQUIPMENT WOULD ARRIVE.
THE CANNON GROUP WAS GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO
QUOTE FOR A QUICK DELIVERY OF POLYURETHANE
METERING EQUIPMENT AND WAS ABLE TO SUPPLY IT
WITHIN AN EXTREMELY SHORT PERIOD OF TIME. THIS FAST
RESPONSE CONTRIBUTED TO SUCCESSFULLY BRING BACK
TO BUSINESS THE CLIENT.
Specialised in the assembly of large building components made in wood,
Polyurethane and other materials, this mayor Asian Company provides
structural and insulating solutions for prefabricated houses.
In February 2017, during the shift change of the afternoon in one of their
factories, an accident developed. The accident made more than 100
people injured and destroyed factory halls, showroom and
administration office. The future of more than 6,000 workers – in spite of
the assurances given by the Company – looked bleak, with such a major
disaster hitting their location. Production had to be resumed as soon as
possible, for the future of the Company and of its employees.

A Challenging Emergency Plan
A whole network of Companies sprinted to find solutions for this huge
problem. Financial and human resources were allocated to organise the
reconstruction of this production unit, and a very tight chrono-program
was established, in order to bring them back to business in the shortest
possible time. Since the supplier of the former foaming equipment could
not meet the tight delivery requested for new dosing machines and
mixing heads, other international suppliers were given the opportunity
to quote. The client's parent company knew that NCI – Nippon Cannon
Inc. , the Japanese branch of Cannon located in Saitama Prefecture, north
of Tokyo – could have been a reliable partner for this fight against time.
A request of quotation was promptly issued.
NCI's sales representative Naoto Shimoda discussed immediately the
main requirements of this job and opened a direct line of contact with the
Cannon Group's management in Italy, to speed up as much as possible the
definition of a delivery schedule suitable for client's needs. Obtaining a
preferential lane for an extra-quick delivery, Shimoda defined the
financial details of this contract and obtained the order for a number of
machines and services, including:
· Six high-pressure dosing units, built in the special execution suitable
to work with Cyclopentane blown formulation
· Two premixing units and the relevant large tanks needed for the
preparation of the Polyol-Cyclopentane blends
· Several 1,000, 500 and 330 lt. storage tanks used as a buffer
between raw materials storage area or premixing stations and dosing
equipment
· A complete control system, with alarms and diagnostics, to ensure
safe operations using an inflammable blowing agent.
from page 24

A State-of-Art
Control of Operations
Cannon Automata, the electronic controls specialists of the Cannon
Group, designed for this modern foaming plant a state-of-art centralised
system able to concentrate in a single point – with the option of mirroring
it anywhere in the operations management offices – the real-time control
of all the functions.
From the raw materials storage farm to the high-pressure dosing units, to
the mixing heads and the head-carrying robots, to each individual mould
and press, all functions are kept under strict monitoring and closed-loop
controlled in many of the functions.
The programming system for the teaching of the head-carrying robot
has been based on the latest Automata development, using a touch
screen to “tap” easily the individual waypoints of the new pouring
pattern, adding extra functions (head open, close, formulation changes
etc.) where and when needed, directly from a command line on the screen.
This method eliminates robot's joysticks and programming consoles,

The supplier's task was now tough. Cannon Afros
in Italy succeeded in fitting a new, large order into
an already tight manufacturing schedule, and
started producing at full speed. Fortunately, most of
the components for assembling all the required
machines were available. The first half of the
supply was air-freighted in 10 weeks – a true
miracle for Cannon, considering the special
execution of the dosing units and the peculiar
electric requirements of this contract.
The remaining equipment followed by sea in
the next 4 weeks.

Teamwork and Customer Dedication:
It Worked Again!
The shipping of the goods has been well handled,
performed and controlled by Cannon Afros and
Nippon Cannon administration department to
correspond such an incredible tight schedule.
Also the installation on site of the machines was
performed by a team of Nippon Cannon
technician, helped by two Cannon Far East
technicians and one software specialist from
Cannon Afros.
Once more, the teamwork spirit that characterises
the international activities of the Cannon
Companies worked fine: the first production of
insulated panels was successfully performed at the
beginning of May, 2017, while mass production
could be restarted around middle of August, with
complete satisfaction of the client's management.
The quick supply and installation of this complex
lot of equipment and the quality of the execution
prompted a thankful statement from the client's
corporate management, who acknowledged and
appreciated the spirit of cooperation and
dedication to their needs demonstrated by the
Cannon structure to help them solve their
manufacturing problem and regain a dominant
position in the housing business in Japan and Far
East Asia.
allows for faster teaching using non skilled
operators, it's easy to modify in case of needs and
improves the overall productivity of the plant.

A Race Against Time
The delivery of the equipment, considering the
complication deriving from the second lot of supply,
was performed rapidly by Cannon Afros in Italy and
by Shinnon in China.
The first lot was ready by July 2017, and the second
one month later. Once again, the cooperation
between different Cannon Units worked in favour of
the client's needs, and the plant is fully operational
at press time.
Cannon Afros, Shinnon, Automata and Cannon Far
East played again a well-orchestrated tune,
allowing GWM to attain their rising sales targets.
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If only one component contains abrasive fillers, as it is the case when
producing automotive Grommets, filled with solid Melamine or
Aluminium Trioxide in percentages even superior to 100% on the Polyol,
then it's metered with a piston system, while the non-filled one uses a
traditional high-pressure pump. In this case the mixing head is supplied
in anti-abrasion configuration, with all the parts in contact with the
abrasive component specially hardened and surface treated. Tanks can be
fitted with a vacuum-based degassing system, to ensure that all air is
extracted from the formulation prior to the injection: this is a must
requirement for Clear and Coloured Coating formulations, that must
cover a nice-looking insert with an absolutely transparent layer of
compact Urethane elastomer.
The output range of these hot machines goes from the 10 g/s used for
small Clear Coated parts, to the 50-150 g/s used for Grommets,
Elastomers, and HP-RTM Epoxy applications. Piston dosing RRIM
machines, on the upper end of the range, can meter up to 10,000 g/s using
special RIM heads.

Hot News from R&D !
A special dosing unit for these applications has just been developed and
patented by Cannon Afros R&D team: it's a modular dosing system able
to meter in high-pressure different colours directly to the mixing
head. The working range goes from 0.4 to 20 g/s (with different pump
sizes) at a pressure around 180-200 bar.
The innovative aspect of this device is that the whole control part, that
includes all electronics and the power section, is independent from the
“wet” side containing the colour paste: this can be plugged-in on request,
from a rack of colour modules, with a very simple manual operation,
when a change of colour is necessary.
With this new device a moulder requiring to produce a lot of different
colours in rapid sequence can dramatically improve the efficiency of his
moulding line while limiting significantly the investment in colour-dosing
units.
The possibility to plug-in the colour dosing modules in the Cannon FPL
QCC (Quick Colour Change) mixing head, able to handle two different
colours in sequence without an intermediate flushing, allows to optimise
the production mix without wasting time in costly circuit-cleaning
operations.
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Cannon Automata for Integration 4.0
integration. The package, which complies with all
legal requirements, includes the following
elements:
· Programmable Automation Control: reliable
product, modular, high-performance, and high
integration with third-party components and
solutions.
· Human Machine Interface: simple and
intuitive, suited to provide an overview of the
status of the machine and the entire system.
· Interconnection to factory information
systems with remote loading instruction and
receips/ programs for every part to be made.
· Maintenance tele systems, remote diagnosis
and remote control
· Automated Integration with other machines of
the production cycle
· Continuous monitoring of process parameters
· Modelling system

CASE STUDIES AND AVAILABLE SOLUTIONS WERE THE
TOPICS OF THE KUKA WORKSHOP HELD AT THE KUKA
APPLICATION CENTER IN RIVOLI (TURIN, ITALY) EARLIER THIS
YEAR, WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF CANNON AUTOMATA,
FESTO, BOSCH REXROTH, SICK, SIEMENS AND UCIMU.
Great success for the event “Industry4.0 in practice: case studies and
available solutions”, which was attended by Important Italian
Companies: FCA, Fabio Perini, Bobst, Luxottica, Beretta, Magneti Marelli
& Bticino.
The scope of the event was underlining how the galaxy of Technology 4.0
is active in all areas that affect the industrial world.
The day was divided into a series of speeches complemented by a practice
exhibition area in which the tools and the latest application solutions
were tested.
Cannon Automata presented their offer “Integration 4.0” based on an
integrated HW & SW package for Data management, connectivity and

The main advantages deriving from the
integration of Automata Integration 4.0 solution
for new or existing installations, can be
summarised as:
· Operation 24/7
· Optimisation of resource consumption
· Immediate identification of the problems
before downtime or failure
· Reduced service and maintenance costs
· Reduction of failures, downtime and loss
product defects
· Detailed reporting for production analysis
· In accordance with the latest Italian fiscal
regulations, the solution is subject to a superamortisation rate of 250%.

More info is available on
Cannon Automata website:
www.cannonautomataapplications.com
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Seal a Deal with a Cannon Gasketing Plant!
EASY TO PROGRAM, VERY FLEXIBLE IN
PRODUCTION, ABLE TO WORK IN A WIDE
RANGE OF OUTPUT VALUES: THESE ARE
ONLY FEW OF THE ADVANTAGES OF A
C A N N O N G A S K E T I N G P L A N T.
AND NOW, WITH THE NEW AUTOMATA F3
CONTROL, THE EXCHANGE OF DATA
WITH THE FACTORY INFORMATION
SYSTEM IS EVEN MORE INTEGRATED,
A L LO W I N G F O R A T R U E “ S M A R T
FACTORY” IMPLEMENTATION.
Known for many years for their high metering
precision and quality of the produced foam seals
and gaskets, the Cannon Gasketing equipment
have recently integrated a number of
improvements that put them on the forefront of
this specialised niche of the cellular polymer's
market.

The compact size of the head's mixing chamber allows for the regular
deposition of a foam string with a diameter starting from 3.5 mm.

F3, the New Control from Automata

Improved metering and mixing sections
Listening to the requirements of numerous clients
that are using very low viscosity Isocyanates,
Cannon Afros has recently included in its B1
dosing units for gasketing the magnetic joints on
the Iso metering section, on both the low
pressure feeding and high precision low pression
dosing pumps.
This improvement, avoiding any spillage of
Isocyanate even after very long periods of
operations, guarantees a cleaner and safer working
environment.
The well-known 4-component B1 mixing head is
suitable for the use in fast sequence of both
Polyurethane and Silicone formulations,
without cross-contamination between the two.
It is now available with three different sets of
mixers, able to cover the whole range of outputs
from 0.35 to 20 g/s, with formulations working at
component's ratio 100:25 in a range of viscosities
from 1,000 to 100,000 mPa-s.

According to the three-dimensional design of the pattern to be executed, to
the requested speed of production and to the mix of products to be made,
the Cannon Gasketing plants can be supplied with three-axes gantry-type
Cartesian head manipulators or with 6-axes commercial
anthropomorphic robots. For both versions a dedicated control has
been designed by Cannon Automata, the Group's company specialising in
electronic controls and automation. This state-of-the-art electronic device
is based on a F3-type PLC specifically conceived for fast sequences of
operations that acquires and processes in real time a large number of
information and events, making them immediately available on a Cloud
Storage and visible on an App for smartphone or in a Web-dashboard.
This modular system provides high flexibility in the robot path's
programming activity, according to production requirements, either by
operators or automatically. Programming can be executed through a 21”
touch screen, very friendly and fast to be used, or with a more conventional
data input from keyboard.
The advantage of the touch-screen programming method can be
appreciated by those custom producers that must store hundreds of
different pouring patterns for their customers:
· What took hours before to a very qualified programmer with a joystick
now can be accomplished in minutes by a normal machine operator,
“drawing” each pattern on the screen with the point of a finger and
correcting the set points with the same “dragging” and “pinching”
m o ve m e n t s t o d ay
commonly used on
smartphones.
· The huge database of
pouring patterns
installed in the PLC,
holding in memory all
the production
parameters relevant to
mould, robot, dosing
unit and mixing head,
can be accessed in
real time from
outside, either from a
PC console or from a
smartphone, for both
reading and writing type operations.
· A total dialogue can be established between robot, dosing unit, mould
or carousel and central production management system of the factory.
This allows for faster reporting on production and errors: each part
produced with a minor deviation from one of the set processing points
can be immediately identified and marked for future visual verification.
Economics, quality, production flexibility: good reasons to consult your
nearest Cannon Local Office for your next Gasketing Project!
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Cannon Gasketing
equipment integrates
a number of
improvements that put
them on the forefront
of this specialised
niche of the cellular
polymer's market.
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PU Puts the Latex into Foam!
THE MATTRESS INDUSTRY IS INCREASINGLY FOCUSED ON
CREATING MORE SPECIALIZED, HIGHER PRICED, HIGH-END
QUALITY PRODUCTS RESULTING IN THE GROWTH OF LATEX
FOAM USAGE OVER PU FOAM.
HOWEVER THE SPIRALLING HIGH PRICES OF NATURAL
RUBBER IS OFFERING A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO
TRADITIONAL PU FOAM PRODUCERS.

Cannon Viking,
providing accurate
metering unit
packages, offers
solutions to produce
PUR foam with Latex
properties.

Visit Cannon
Viking website!

Traditionally Latex is perceived as a high end, high quality,
environmentally friendly product and is priced at a premium in
developed markets due to its superior support factor, silky touch and high
air flow (or air permeability). In these markets, mattresses and moulded
pillows made out of Latex foam command the highest prices and
therefore better profits as they are considered to be superior products
due to their improved comfort and durability properties.
Following the recent worldwide trend, consumers continue to become
increasingly aware of their sleep habits and the link with bedding /
comfort quality and the quality of their sleep and the impact on their
overall well-being. Latex scores higher than Polyurethane foam due
to its superior resilience, support factor, dynamic and static fatigue
resistance. Additionally, Latex foam often provides superior pressure
relief particularly in bedding applications.
With such a premium market developing and the trend getting
increasingly growing, Cannon Viking is at the forefront of this expanding
market to help foam producers to produce this finest of foams. The Latexlike foam has a promising future as demonstrated by its feel, air flow and
durability. The low cost of production and its resistance to external
factors (such as temperature and storage conditions) makes it a
fascinating and enduring product that is here to stay.
Natural rubber prices have soared due to dwindling supplies since the
start of 2016. Along with the high cost and low supplies, the Latex foam
industry is also suffering due to increased cost of labour and energy as it
involves several production steps including processes requiring moulds,
freezing, vulcanizing, washing to remove additives and then finally
drying. A combination of the factors above have driven the Polyurethane
industry to focus on producing foam that performs and feels like Latex
foam, and is still cheaper. Recent developments in Polyurethane
chemicals are providing technology and know-how to Polyurethane
foam producers to enable them to produce foam with Latex like
properties. This is providing a cheaper alternative to mattress
manufacturers who are now warming up to Latex-like foams and it is
certainly one of the buzz words in the market today.
Production of Latex like foams is done by one of two routes - by use of a
specially formulated Polyol or by a different Isocyanate. Cannon Viking
offers solutions for both methods by providing accurate metering unit
packages to help produce PU foam with Latex properties.
Isocyanate Method
This involves usage of m-MDI at a low index to produce High Resilience
Foam having random cell structure that displays Latex-like feel and
characteristics with superior physical performance as compared to Latex
foam. High resilience Polyurethane foams are produced by reacting an
Isocyanate with an Isocyanate-reactive component containing two or
more reactive sites, generally in the presence of blowing agent(s),
catalysts, surfactants
and other auxiliary
additives. Two different
nucleating gases are
introduced at low
pressure to help produce
primary and secondary
cell structure that
enhance the Latex-like
characteristics of the
foam.
While a combination of
two nucleation gases
yields the Latex-like
smooth feel, the use of
Diphenylmethane

Diisocyanate (MDI) produces the slabstock
Polyurethane foam which has superior physical
properties to traditional Latex foam.
These slabstock Polyurethane foams display
superior durability by having improved tensile
strength, elongation and tear resistance as well
as dynamic and static fatigue resistance
compared with Latex foam at similar densities.
Cannon Viking provides a complete set of chemical
metering units to produce High Resilience foam
typically comprising of the following:
· MDI metering unit
· HR Polyol metering unit
· HR additives metering unit
Polyol Method
Major Polyol producers are now offering specially
formulated Polyols to produce conventional foam,
super soft foam and special visco elastic foam with
Latex like features, especially the air flow and silky
feel.

The mattresses made of such foams typically have
the following advantages:
· Allows for constant Air Flow throughout the
night, helping it remain cool just like Latex foam
mattresses.
· Improved durability than Latex foam
· Reduced compression over time
· Low emissions
· Great soft feeling just like Latex foam
· Easy to produce and price friendly therefore
reaching a wider audience
Cannon Viking provides special metering units to
pump these specially formulated Polyols to help
produce Latex-like foam. These can typically
comprise of :
· Special Polyol metering unit
· Additive metering unit if required
Please contact Cannon Viking for further
information on entering into this growing, high end
foam market.
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GREAT PRODUCTION FLEXIBILITY, HIGH
EFFICIENCY EVEN WITH FREQUENT
COLOUR CHANGES, EASE OF USE:
THREE VERY GOOD REASONS TO CHOSE
A CANNON SOLUTION FOR
AUTOMOTIVE STEERING WHEELS.
The steering wheel, the only direct interface with
our beloved car, is today a sophisticated product,
manufactured injecting a layer of abrasionresistant, microcellular Polyurethane foam above a
metal insert. The grain of the surface, which often
imitates a natural leather, contributes to reduce the
wear-and-tear action of the driver's hands on the
soft foam. A lot of car controls have now been
remoted on this device, to help us concentrate on
driving rather than pushing buttons or turning
knobs on the instrument panel. This solution
conveys more and more electric wirings to the
steering wheel: this complex layout, plus the need
to house the most important air bag of the vehicle,
reflects into a sophisticated design that demands
special mechanical solutions for its construction.
If we add the variable of a wide range of colours we
end up with a Polyurethane product quite difficult
to be produced respecting industrial criteria of
economics, productivity, quality and ergonomics.

A Multi-Colour Head for Integral Skin Parts
Cannon have supplied, in their 50+ years of activity,
several innovative metering, mixing, colouring and
polymerisation devices for this specific application
of the automotive interiors segment. Dedicated
mixing heads and colour-addition units have been
developed in the early 1980's specifically to allow
for the quick change of colours in microcellular
foams production.
Used successfully since 35 years for coloured
integral skin formulations for steering wheels,
armrests and other interior trim parts, the Cannon
FPL normally handles the colour paste, diluted in
some polyol and precisely fed from a CCS (Cannon
Color System) dosing unit, as a third stream
entering with medium-high pressure through a
very tiny recirculation groove carved axially in the
head' small piston that controls the mixing
operation.
This series of heads has been enriched recently by
the FPL QCC model, that allows for the use of
different colours, without a cleaning flush among
two different colour's injections.
This system required the development of a new
type of injector for the colour stream, with a
recirculation system based on a retracting needle
rather than on the traditional groove carved in the
mixing head's plunger.
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New Technological Solutions for Steering
Wheels and Coloured Integral Skin Parts

This needle-operated injector recirculates its component back to the tank
up to the instant when the injection starts: at this very point the colour
enters through a tiny conduct, axially bored in the head's controlling
piston, and reaches the mixing chamber. The prior use of the other colour,
being fed through a different feeding line, does not leave any trace in the
mixing area, thus avoiding any contamination between the two colours.
Today Cannon Afros launches a new mixing head with this concept, the
Cannon FP2L 10 QCC, featuring two facing mixing chambers that can
feed two different blended formulations into a common injection conduit.
This operation is obviously run alternating the two recipes, i.e. injecting
one formulation at the time and performing
a real-time change of colour whenever
requested by the production schedule.
All this is done using a single mixing head,
fixed on the mould. The QCC concept now
allows to mount one colour unit on each
mixing chamber. The further possibility to
switch easily between three different
polyols on the same dosing machine
extends the range of different formulations
which can be handled in real time and
automatically by one foaming station.

A New Type of CCS for Enhanced Flexibility
The addition of the colour is performed using external, dedicated
metering units that feed precisely the colour paste directly into the
head's mixing chamber: the polyols remain neutral, allowing for a wide
combination of colours to be used in rapid sequence.
The CCS (Cannon Color System) was introduced in 1983 to meter small
quantities of colour in a three-component FPL mixing head. Cannon
launches today a new Cannon Modular Colour Unit that significantly
improves the performances of colour addition and simplifies its
operation. The metering hearth of this unit is an hydraulically-operated
300 cc dosing cylinder, with closed-loop output control, which sends
the desired quantity of colour paste to the mixing head.
All the mechanical components in contact with colour are mounted on a
removable Plug-and-Play frame that can be easily fitted to the metering
unit when a change of colour is requested. The total separation of the
colour circuit from the dosing and mixing equipment provides a “Zero
contamination” colouring method. This modular unit's embedded
heating system allows to work, if needed, at the very high temperatures
(up to 110 -120 °C) used by any type of “Hot Dosing” technology. This
compact dosing unit, when not in operation, can be stored in a parking
rack where it remains in hot-swap conditions. When needed, it is
plugged into the frame holding the controls section and connected to the
mixing head's QCC injector. The solution provides a substantially reduced
equipment investment if many colours are needed at the same time, since
several colour storage and metering sections can be coupled with one,
two or more frames holding the electronic control of dosing.

Cannon FP2L 10
QCC feeds two
different coloured
formulations into a
common injection
conduit. A new type
of injector for the
colour stream, with a
needle-recirculation
system, avoids any
contamination
between the two tints.
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Three Industry Leaders Presented the First
Achievements of the LIFE+ K-12 Project
DOW, WHIRLPOOL EMEA AND CANNON AFROS REVEALED
THE FIRST ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE JOINT LIFE+ K-12
PROJECT DURING THE MID TERM CONFERENCE, HELD ON
MAY 18, 2017 IN THE CANNON SANDRETTO PLASTICS
MUSEUM OF PONT CANAVESE, NEAR TURIN, ITALY.
AIMED AT THE DEFINITION OF AN INNOVATIVE
“ENHANCED INSULATION TECHNOLOGY FOR THE
REFRIGERATOR OF THE FUTURE” THE PROJECT IS CURRENTLY
BEING EXECUTED WITH THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE LIFE+
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY.
(Right, from top)
Dow's Parenti Whirlpool's
Gasparoni - Afros'
Corti present the
Project details.
(Below) Cannon's
President Marco
Volpato welcomes the
attendants at the Pont
location.

Dow, Whirlpool EMEA and Cannon Afros are partners of the LIFE+
Project K-12 (LIFE13 ENV/IT/001238), aiming to demonstrate and
show-case an innovative refrigeration technology to significantly
improve the energy efficiency and reduce the carbon footprint of
the Cold Appliance industry. The long-term overall objective is to
contribute to drastic energy saving in cold appliances demonstrating the
feasibility of an innovative technological solution able to hugely impact
the thermal insulation market, starting from household cold appliances.
Combining the expertise of Dow, leading science and technology global
company, Whirlpool, largest appliance-white goods global company, and
Cannon, a World leading engineering and Polyurethane equipment
technology company, the LIFE+ K-12 project aims to bring radical
innovation to the manufacturing process of household appliances,
insulated by a microcellular high-efficient Polyurethane foam able to
achieve up to 30% reduction of
thermal conductivity.
T h e K- 1 2 p ro j e c t c o n n e c t s n e w
chemistry with technology innovations,
avoiding any use of Green House Gases
(GHG) as blowing agents, with a new
appliance production method
addressing any technology
requirements and regional needs.
During the Mid Term Conference, held
on May 18, 2017 in the Cannon
Sandretto Plastics Museum of Pont
Canavese, Italy, the first achievements
have been illustrated to a panel of about
100 attendants representing 25
stakeholders.
After the opening welcome of Marco
Volpato, Cannon Group President, and
of Paolo Coppo, Major of Pont Canavese,
an introduction to LIFE funding
opportunities has been presented by
Federico Benvenuti, Italian LIFE NCP's
Office/Ministry of the Environment,
Land and Sea/TA Sogesid S.p.A..
A brief illustration of the innovative
tradition of the three project partners
has been given by Max Taverna of
Cannon, Alberto Fangareggi of Dow
Polyurethanes EMEAI and Adriano
Scaburri of Whirlpool EMEA.
The past and present achievements
obtained by the three companies in the
fields of environment protection,
sustainable production methods and
Carbon footprint reduction were
highlighted by the speakers as a due
preliminary to the core of the Agenda.
Maurizio Corti of Cannon Afros, Vanni
Parenti of Dow and Andrea Gasparoni
of Whirlpool have then presented in
detail the current status of the K-12
project. Processing and chemical R&D
milestones have been discussed, as well

as the targets imposed to the refrigerator industry
by the EEC emissions reduction and energy
efficiency programs.
To add academic value to the meeting, two
presentations were given by Maria Rosa Contardi
of Proplast and Ernesto Di Maio of Naples
University on the latest innovative solutions for the
addition of supercritical CO2 and nanoparticles to
thermoplastics and foams.
After the buffet lunch, served in the garden, the
attendants were guided through the Pont Canavese
three Museums, which include the Cannon
Sandretto «Civilization of Plastics», a unique
collection of plastic parts hosted in a XIX century
villa, and two exhibitions of ancient mechanical
equipment and memorabilia of the local textile
industry.

The presentations given at
the Mid Term Conference are
available at the Project’s website
http://www.dow.com/en-us/k-12
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A Day of Full Immersion in the Corporate Culture

CONTINUING A TRADITION STARTED IN
2016, CANNON HOSTED THE SECOND
EDITION OF “CULTURA D'IMPRESA”.
THIS INFORMATIVE MEETING AIMS AT THE
CORRECT TRANSFER OF THE COMMON
GROUP'S CULTURAL TRAITS TO THE
YOUNGER RECRUITS. A BIT OF HISTORY,
AN UPDATE ON THE LATEST BUSINESS
FIGURES, A TOUCH OF VARIOUS
TECHNOLOGIES, A VISIONARY LOOK
INTO THE FUTURE… THE MENU OF THIS
GET-TOGETHER DAY IS QUITE VARIED
AND, AS USUAL, THE TIME IS NEVER
ENOUGH TO SAVOUR IT ALL!
Cannon is a multi-faceted organisation, dealing
with different technologies, hosting many
nationalities and cultures, carrying along the
history of various industrial groups which were
incorporated in the late 1980's in the Group.
Transferring technical and marketing know-how
across the organisation and defining common
cultural traits for such a complex structure is one of
the most challenging tasks for the Group's
management. Cannon gathered again in 2017,
after the successful meeting of the former year, 100
of the youngest members of the Italian staff to
convey the fundaments of Corporate Culture
and a strategic vision for the years to come.
Held on June 19 at the Cannon-Sandretto Plastics
Museum in Pont Canavese, near Turin, Italy, the
meeting was characterised by a very tight agenda
of presentations.
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Senior managers of different Group's Companies presented to their
younger colleagues the latest “numbers” as well as the fundaments of
Cannon philosophy, based in Internationality, Innovation,
Independence and Integrity.
The new Digital Marketing Project was illustrated, to share the latest
communications and marketing tools used to promote Cannon activities
more efficiently on Internet and on the major Social Media.
Experts in Plastics Processing, Energy production, Water Treatment
and Industrial Automation presented the whole spectrum of
technologies constituting the Group's richness.
Marco Volpato, President of Cannon, shared the vision and the targets for
the coming years, involving the younger generation of Cannon people in
the achievement of an ambitious target, the transition between the Group
of its first 50 years and the Cannon that will have to face the challenges of
the future.
A very late buffet lunch ended the first part of the program, which took a
much longer time than foreseen due to the sincere interest for the
contents and to an endless number of non-programmed, in-depth
explanation of various arguments treated in the morning session.
The guided visit of the recently refurbished Plastics Museum, whose
seven rooms host a precious collection of ancient plastic parts, and of the
two collections of antique machinery and memorabilia from an 18th
century textile factory completed a very busy and productive day.
Colleagues working in different branches of the Cannon Group have –
with these “Cultura d'Impresa” days – the unique opportunity of meeting
people involved in different markets and technologies.
This cross-fertilization promotes the interest towards new types of
industries, new applications, new technical solutions to common
manufacturing problems. All this with the aim of creating a wellintegrated staff of specialists proud to belong to the Cannon Group!

Cannon gathers
every year 100
young staff members,
to convey the
fundaments of
Corporate Culture
and the strategic
vision for their future.

Visit the
Cannon-Sandretto
"Civilization of
Plastics" Collection!
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Meet Us @...
FAKUMA - Friedrichshafen, Germany
17-21 October, 2017 - Plastics Technologies

TECH BIZ - Nagoya, Japan
15-17 November, 2017 - Business & IT Technologies

SAVE - Verona, Italy
18-19 October, 2017 - Automation & Controls

POLYURETHANEX 2018 - Moscow, Russia
27/2 - 1/3, 2108 - Polyurethane Technologies

POLLUTEC MAROC - Casablanca, Morocco
24-27 October, 2017 - Water Technologies

JEC WORLD 2018 - Paris, France
6-8 March, 2018 - Composites

ADIPEC - Abu Dhabi, UEA
13-16 November, 2017 - Oil & Gas

UTECH EUROPE 2018 - Maastricht, The Netherlands
29-31 May, 2018 - Polyurethane Technologies

PIPOC - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
14-16 November, 2017

CWIEME - Berlin, Germany
19-21 June, 2018 - Aluminum Technologies

SPS IPC DRIVES - Nuremberg, Germany
28-30 November, 2017 - Automation & Controls

Follow Us on www.cannon.com/en/utils/events

